The Coalition of Communities of Color was founded in 2001 to strengthen the voice and influence of communities of color in Multnomah County, Oregon.

The communities of color unite as a coalition to address the socioeconomic disparities, institutional racism, and inequity of services experienced by our families, children and communities. The Coalition will organize our communities for collective action resulting in social change to obtain self-determination, wellness, justice and prosperity.

Portland State University upholds its vision to: “Let Knowledge Serve the City.” The academic partners in this research from the School of Social Work hold commitments to social justice and racial equity.

The School of Social Work is committed to the enhancement of the individual and society. We are dedicated to social change and to the attainment of social justice for all people, the eradication of poverty, the empowerment of those who are oppressed, the rights of all individuals and groups to determine their destiny, and the opportunity to live in cooperation.

This report was prepared to ensure that the experiences of communities of color are widely available for:

- Policy makers interested in better understanding the issues facing communities of color and the agencies that provide services for them.
- Advocates wanting firm footing in detailing the disparities between communities of color and White populations.
- Researchers considering how to improve better assessment of services, data collection practices and expand beyond conventional measures to define experiences facing communities of color.
- Educators wanting to expand their resources.
- Grant writers seeking to statistically document trends and challenges.
The Coalition of Communities of Color gratefully acknowledges the assistance from the following partners:

Thank You!
Dear Reader,

We are pleased to present The Native American Community in Multnomah County: An Unsettling Profile – the most widespread study of our local urban Indian community.

Three years ago, members of the Coalition of Communities of Color identified a common need to ensure that data adequately captures the lived experiences of communities of color. Data informs decision making but that same data often excludes dimensions of race and is undertaken without involvement of those most affected by the decisions guided by the research. The impact of these practices is that the Native American community, along with other communities of color, is rarely visible at the level of policy.

The Coalition of Communities of Color decided to embark on a research project in which data could be used to empower communities and eliminate racial and ethnic disparities. The Coalition of Communities of Color partnered with researchers from Portland State University, as well as local community organizations, to implement a community based participatory research project into the lived realities of communities of color in Multnomah County.

This project will produce seven research reports. The first, Communities of Color in Multnomah County: An Unsettling Profile (released in May 2010), covered communities of color in the aggregate. This is the second report, focused on the Native American community, and the first in a series of community-specific reports. Five more reports will follow that profile the Latino, African American, African immigrant and refugee, Asian and Pacific Islander, and Slavic communities. As each report documents the range of racial disparities and inequities that face communities each, accordingly, is subtitled, “An Unsettling Profile.”

This report is the result of three years of work of true partnership between the Native American community, the Coalition of Communities of Color and Portland State University. The Portland Indian Leaders’ Roundtable, an alliance of 28 local Native American organizations, tribal organizations and Native focused programs within larger institutions, took a lead role in the implementation of the Native American research. Elders of the community reviewed the work and provided invaluable knowledge and historical context.

We recognize that the reader may indeed be unsettled by this work and the depth and breadth of disparities facing the Native American community in Multnomah County. However, we ask that you also see the resiliency and strengths of the community and recognize the opportunity that this report represents for creating a new policy environment that supports the Native American community. We hope that the findings arm the community with accurate data and advocacy methods needed to communicate effectively to change policies, and provide public agencies with the data necessary to reinvent systems in a fair and equitable manner.

Our main priority is to advocate for policy decisions that improve outcomes for the Native American community. We hold institutional reform and the formation of a powerful racial equity advocacy coalition as central to improving outcomes. This report builds an important knowledge base from which to advocate and to educate. Educating our community and the community at large about the Native American community is crucial to achieving racial equity.
We seek to unite people in collective action for the advancement of racial equity. It is time to act.
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Executive Summary

Today, the Native American community in Multnomah county exists as a testament to resilience and resistance. We are a community that has endured much hardship, and we are determined to build a positive future for all our members.

We are the 9th largest urban Indian population in the USA. We are home to 28 Native organizations in the Portland area, run by and staffed with Native people, whose combined resources represent over 50 million dollars in revenue that go to local taxes, businesses and services. The legacy of pride and resilience has resulted in the development of a powerful core of advocates in the region. This grit and determination has, ultimately, led to the emergence of a robust and vital Native American presence in Multnomah county.

We appeal to the broader community to recognize and commit to solutions that are built in partnership with the Native American community, and to enact commitments that recognize that prosperity and well being for all in Multnomah county depends on the prosperity and well being of the Native American community.

We continue to recover from the legacy of colonization, and the practices of various governments that have alternated in approaches to public policy. A brief walk through history reveals the substance of our oppression. Genocidal policies existed in numerous ways: bounties were placed on our lives in several eastern US states (early 18th through 19th centuries), and California’s governor advocated our extermination in 1851. Our lands were taken through outright breaches of treaty laws, as the US has broken over 500 treaties with our peoples – a number unmatched with any other array of nations. Denial of our citizenship occurred until 1924, but many states, Oregon included, denied our voting rights until the federal government stepped in with the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Our faith traditions were outlawed until 1993, and our children were forcibly removed from our care and placed in residential schools, stripping our youth of culture and community.

More than 60 of our Tribes in Oregon were terminated by the federal government in 1953. Termination meant revoking tribal sovereignty and government responsibilities to Native peoples, as well as claims to reservation land and unique identity. While done under the guise of the then-liberal notion of assimilation, the policy also meant our protected resources were taken from us, with millions of acres of land removed from our stewardship. Thousands of our Native women (and some men) were forcibly sterilized or coerced into sterilization when in the justice, mental health, and child welfare systems. Adding to this, we have been forcibly moved from productive lands several times through history, with the most recent being in 1956 when we were forced from reservations and into poor urban areas – with little more than a one-way bus ticket. It is this recent history which is a key factor in how Portland has emerged as the 9th largest Native American population in the USA.
Unfortunately, we could go on to profile many more dimensions of the devastating relationships we have encountered with various levels of the US government. Those who read the full report will engage more fully with these details. But the key point we want to make is that while these historic events have enacted a legacy of oppression, these are not just matters for the history books. First, they indicate the damages and pains inflicted on our community, recovery from which is a central feature of our experience. Our tasks include reclaiming our spirituality, recovering from the damaging myths that infuse our psyches, building and rebuilding our community strengths and resources, and finding our way in dominant society at the same time as protecting and nourishing our culturally-specific resources. We remain a resilient community. The second key point is that these are not just events of history – damage continues to be done to our community through a wide-ranging spectrum of institutional racism, detail of which is contained within the fullness of the pages of this report.

The findings of this report detail an array of disparities, including the following:

- Poverty rates in our community are triple those in White communities. Our average poverty rate is 34.0%, while that of Whites is 12.3%. With children and single parents, rates climb steadily. Our child poverty rate is 45.2%, which is almost four times higher than the White child poverty rate of 14.0%.

- Family poverty is particularly intense – with rates more than four times higher than Whites, deepening when single parents lead the family, and also deepening when there are responsibilities for younger children – with a poverty rate of 79.1% for single mothers raising children under 5.

- Our poverty rates are deteriorating rapidly, while those of Whites remain largely stagnant at much lower levels. For example, the poverty rate among our Elders has jumped from 9% to 21% between 2000 and 2009 while the rate of Whites has moved from 6% to 10%.

- Our incomes are typically half that of Whites regardless of our living arrangements. For example, married couples raising children try to get by on $50,540/year while White families live with (on average) $80,420/year.

- Our unemployment rate, in 2009, was 70% higher than Whites.

- More than 20% of Native Americans experience hunger on a regular basis (at least monthly).

- More than ⅓ of our students do not graduate high school (53.4%). In Parkrose and David Douglas, 80% of our students do not graduate. Centennial has the best graduation rate of Native Americans, at 66.7%.
• Among our graduating students, only 54% enter higher education. This level is worse than our best rate of 70% reached in 2001.

• Access to health insurance deteriorated rapidly from a high of 88% in 2000 to today’s level of 76%.

• While crime rates drop across all communities, Native American adults are just as likely to be involved in the corrections system; over the last decade, the involvement rate for Whites has dropped significantly.

• We are incarcerated at almost double the rate of Whites.

• We are the victims of violent crimes at rates 250% higher than Whites.

• Our youth are charged by the police at levels three times higher than their numbers warrant. Once involved with the system, our youth are much more likely to deepen their involvement by being detained and less likely to be diverted away from the justice system and more likely than Whites to enter the chronic re-offender population.

• Decades of attention to the needs of our community finally was responded to by the creation of a set of separate legislative regulations for our families (called the Indian Child Welfare Act, or ICWA), while levels of our children removed from their families and placed into foster care settings reached as high as 35%. Despite this history, today we face the reality that 22% of our children in Multnomah county are taken from their families. This egregious rate is 20 times higher than that of White children. And this exists despite research that tells us Native parents do not abuse their children more frequently than White parents.

When we look at the comparison data between the situation facing Native Americans here and in other regions, we see signs that our distress runs deeper than elsewhere. To begin, Native Americans face deeper economic challenges here than compared with national averages for our community. Whether measuring income or poverty, our data deteriorates as we move closer to Multnomah county. For example, almost one-in-three local Native families live in poverty, while one-in-five Native families live in poverty nation-wide. Obviously neither rate is acceptable, but local conditions are significantly worse. In another example, home ownership levels are 50% lower here as only 37% of our community owns a home. At the national level, 56% of Natives own their homes.

Not only is our data weaker than national averages, it is confounded by disproportionality in conditions facing Natives and Whites. Native Americans incur a financial “hit” by living here, while Whites gain a “perk” compared with national averages. For example, the average Native per capita income is $3,336
less than the national average, while the average White per capita income is $1,005 higher than the White national average.

Current institutional disparities are the result of thwarted access to needed resources and decision making practices that narrow our access to beneficial services and expand our involvement with punitive services. We face significant disparities in accessing prime mortgages, being treated equitably in school discipline, accessing needed resources such as health insurance for our children, gaining subsidized housing, receiving a fair share of philanthropic grant dollars, accessing food from food banks and accessing homelessness services. These examples of the broad and deep disparities are expanded upon in this report.

And finally, disparities are illustrated through our comparison with King county (home to Seattle). When we compare our experiences of disparities with King county, the average size of disparities in key areas is 36% worse. One specific dimension is the holding of university degrees: locally, 42% of Whites hold university degrees while only 13.2% of Native Americans attain this level of education. In King county, more of both groups are able to gain such degrees, but the level of improvement is vastly superior for Native Americans there compared with here: in King county, 26% of Natives hold university degrees, while 48% of Whites hold these degrees. In total, the level of disparity in university education is much smaller in King county than here – explicitly, 47% smaller in magnitude than here in Multnomah county.

We seek equity, fairness, and a set of reforms that are entrenched in policy commitments that move the Native American community towards a brighter future. Now is the time for change.

**Introducing the Native American Community of Multnomah County**

The journey contained within this report will trouble most readers, because it profiles the disparities and experience of our community. It consolidates data on our status today, and it is a distressing profile of the experiences of our peoples. Know, still, that we are a resilient people, working hard to command voice, visibility, and influence in mainstream society. Our voice is growing more powerful each day and our community is uniting in our rebuilding tasks and in our efforts to press for urgent reforms to address racial disparities.

Multnomah county rests on traditional village sites of the Multnomah, Kathlamet, Clackamas, bands of Chinook, Tualatin Kalapuya, Molalla and many other Tribes who made their homes along the Columbia River.6 We can be credited with naming this county. Multnomah is a band of Chinooks that lived in this area.

The late 18th and early 19th centuries brought disease, genocide, military conflicts, dislocation, and rapid change to the indigenous populations of Oregon. Everywhere, Native communities suffered. Our
communities suffered greatly. By the end of this era, only one of ten Native Americans survived. While many Tribes suffered terrible losses, descendents of these Tribes were removed to surrounding reservations, and many moved back to Portland – partially through termination and relocation policies. Today these same communities celebrate their heritage, showing resilience in the face of genocidal efforts. Many publications on the history of Portland make reference to Tribes going extinct when these same Tribes’ descendents walk amongst us.

By the mid-19th century, most Native Americans in Oregon were forced onto reservations. A series of federal decisions designed to eliminate and/or assimilate Native people followed this relocation to reservations. "Kill the Indian and save the man" summarized the philosophy behind many government policies of the era. For example, the General Allotment Act of 1887 (referred to as the Dawes Act) sought to divide the communal land base of Tribes. The allotment program was meant to “extinguish tribal sovereignty, erase reservation boundaries, and force the assimilation of Indians into the society at large.” Similarly, the boarding school policies, which lasted from the mid-1800s through the 1960s, were meant to educate, “civilize,” and assimilate indigenous youth into Western society.

In 1880, Oregon became home to a boarding school for the Northwest’s Indian children, Chemawa Indian School. Chemawa, originally located in Forest Grove, began with a class of 18 students from reservations in Washington State. In 1885, the school moved to a site north of Salem. Enrollments at Chemawa grew such that by 1900, Chemawa had 453 students. By 1913, the school had 690 students, including 175 Alaskan Native children. Chemawa’s enrollment peaked in 1926 when almost 1,000 students were enrolled. During the 1930s funding for the school was cut and enrollments dropped, but special programs to increase enrollment – such as one for Navajo students and another emphasizing recruitment of students from Alaska – were started in the 1940s and 50s. Begun in the 19th century, Chemawa, still operating north of Salem, is the oldest continuously operating Indian boarding school in the US. Chemawa stands as an example of our convoluted relationship with governments – for as Chemawa was originally a site to place children removed forcibly from their homes, it has since been placed under Native American control and has become (belatedly) a source of pride for the achievements of students moving though this school.

In the early 20th century, facing dwindling resources in their home communities or coming out of boarding schools like Chemawa (after being removed from their families), Native Americans pursued new opportunities for waged work in the city in World War I industries. As a regional center of industry, Portland could provide Native Americans with jobs in construction, the railroad industry, shipping, mills, and factories. Migrants came from several reservations within a few days of travel. In addition, Pacific Northwest Indians continued to travel to fishing sites and encampments along the Columbia River as they had for centuries and perhaps longer. When the fish runs were over for the season, Portland could serve as a place to sell fish and other wares or a place to work. Yet inclusion of our people was barred as Natives were not allowed to live within the city limits until the 1920s.
During World War I, more than twelve thousand American Indians served in the United States military. However, even as Native Americans supported the war through their labor or military service, they were not yet citizens. The Indian Citizenship Act of 1924 extended citizenship to Native Americans. Unfortunately, citizenship did not confer the benefits of enfranchisement, as many states denied suffrage to all or at least some tribal peoples. For many Native Americans, the situation had not improved by World War II. Notably, more than 44,000 American Indians, out of a total Native American population of less than 350,000, served with distinction between 1941 and 1945 in both European and Pacific theaters of World War II. Yet battles for enfranchisement of Native voters continued well after the war concluded; as one court noted in a 2001 decision, “There is ample evidence that American Indians have historically been the subject of discrimination in the area of voting.”

Migration of Native Americans to cities accelerated during World War II. While the population of Native Americans grew in cities around the country, migration to places with war industries and military installations, such as Portland, experienced the heaviest migration. Native Americans supported Portland’s wartime industry, joining the throng of workers moving into Vanport to work in the Kaiser shipyards. Among the Turtle Mountain Tribe of 12,000 members, half joined the war effort and worked at Vanport. Kaiser Industries applauded this role by honoring workers in a ceremony at the Swan Island yards to christen the newly built USS Pendleton. The Indian workers of the yard were guests of honor at the ceremony and the luncheon that followed. This ceremony not only shows the significant role Native Americans played in Portland’s wartime industry, but also is illustrative of the increasing presence of Indians in Portland. Many of our Elders today are those who grew up together in the Native section of Vanport.

Post-war, a new set of federal policies pushed many Native Americans into Portland and other cities. “Termination” served as the catchphrase that described the assumptions and ideas behind this change in federal Indian policy. Termination meant revoking tribal sovereignty and government responsibilities to Native peoples, as well as claims to reservation land and unique identity. Termination was championed by Douglas McKay, former governor of Oregon and secretary of the interior under Dwight Eisenhower. McKay felt that Oregon should be a showcase for the new era of policy. McKay argued that termination would bring Oregon Indians “full and equal citizenship,” even as Oregon law at the time continued to prohibit the marriage of an Indian and a non-Indian, providing fines and imprisonment for both the officiating minister or public official and the couple. Oregon’s anti-miscegenation laws were not repealed until 1951.

The federal government set the stage for expanded termination of Tribes when in 1953, Congress adopted House Concurrent Resolution No. 108, which declared that federal benefits and services to Indian Tribes should be ended “as rapidly as possible.” Termination of federal recognition of many Tribes began in 1954. More than 60 different groups in Oregon were terminated, as well as 109 groups across the USA. These groups had their governments abolished, lands taken and social services revoked. Oregon was the state with the highest concentration of terminated Tribes.
Upon termination, approximately 864,820 acres of Indian trust land in Oregon was sold, about 35% of the lands sold under termination across the nation. Thus, while touted as “setting free” the Indian from second-class citizenship, termination meant Native Americans’ remaining resources were “set free” as well. Termination eased private access to Indian trust lands where some of the state’s remaining resources were located, such as the thousands of acres of virgin timber held by the Klamath tribe in south-central Oregon. The breakup and loss of Indian control over reservation land that followed termination resulted in the displacement of over 4,000 Native Americans in Oregon, fueling Indian migration to Portland. Tribal termination also resulted in loss of health care coverage under the Indian Health Service as well as access to tribal schools. Fishing and hunting rights were terminated. Termination increased poverty rates, partially as a result of business taxes being imposed on industry that had previously occurred on Tribal lands (and thus exempt from federal business tax). Following termination, Native families came to Portland seeking waged employment and a new place to call home.

Federal Relocation Policy, which began in the 1950s, also contributed to the growth of Portland’s Native population. Relocation was championed by Dillon Myer, named Indian Commissioner in 1950. Myer proposed a “mass exodus” of Indians to cities, which he claimed would integrate Native Americans into American society while at the same time depopulating reservations so that they could reach a point of “self-sufficiency” and no longer require federal services. In 1952, Operation Relocation became public, moving Native Americans to cities such as Portland with some minimal government assistance. Recruitment for the program was often coercive and the goals and assumptions guiding the relocation policy were terminationist in nature.

During this era, Portland became home to several vocational schools that were part of the Adult Vocational Training (AVT) Program under relocation policy. Under this program, Native Americans moving through relocation could be placed in a vocational school when they reached the city. Racist ideas, however, about the position of non-White people in the workforce circumscribed the opportunities available to those enrolled in the AVT. Federal guidelines stipulated that the AVT was not designed to support academic or professional study, and training was tied to ideas of gender and cultural appropriateness (e.g. auto mechanic training for males, general secretarial training for women). Many program participants found themselves dealing with coercive and controlling program officials and the negative consequences of relocation. Those who relocated often found low-wage work, racial discrimination, poverty, deteriorating urban conditions, social isolation, alienation, and loneliness at the end of the path of relocation. By 1960, however, signs of an established, active Native American community in Portland appeared in the form of Native-specific community organizations and broadly sought improvements in education and employment that would heighten the quality of life for Native Americans. The Voice of the American Indian Association (VAIA) and Portland American Indian Center (PAIC) provided opportunities for Indians to engage with other Native people or to participate in cultural activities in Portland. As a central
gathering place for many Tribes, as well as the desired location for numerous Native organizations, the area also became a desired space for regional and national Native centers. With the injection of funds to Native activities (particularly through Lyndon Johnson’s anti-poverty initiatives, and expanded upon by Richard Nixon), resources began to move into Portland – which, in turn, supported the development of our organizations, our leadership and our people. For the first time (circa 1970s), funding for Native activities and organizations was available outside of the Bureau of Indian Affairs\(^{38}\) (with its mostly despised bureaucracy and assimilation policies and which had been responsible for residential schools) and our organizations began to build a stronghold in the human service landscape.

From the 1960s into the 1970s, the children of Native American migrants from the 1940s and 1950s came of age and began their own families. In addition, Native American migration to cities continued. Recent arrivals continued to flow into Portland, including veterans returning from Vietnam and students (including many of those from Chemawa) going to college in response to minority recruitment efforts.\(^{39}\)

During this time, the impact of national currents, such as the Red Power and American Indian movements and a new generation of Indian leaders, was being felt across Oregon. Claiming the rights of heritage, land ownership, and the illegitimacy of European “settlement,” these movements helped shift dominant discourses of the history of the USA and advocated for indigenous peoples. Politically conscious Native Americans established new organizations to address the social problems many Natives faced in the city and around the state by the early 1970s.\(^{40}\) Redressing the problems of termination was a major focus. The efforts of Native activists were rewarded: the Confederated Tribes of the Siletz Indians regained federal recognition in 1977. The termination status of the Cow Creek Band of Umpqua, the Confederated Tribes of Coos, Lower Umpqua and Siuslaw, the Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde, the Klamath, and the Coquille Tribe also subsequently was repealed by Congress.\(^{41}\)

While this restoration of six Oregon-based Tribes represents a major victory for Native Americans in the state, termination remains a bitter reality for some Tribes in Oregon; the effects of termination linger even for Tribes who have been re-instated. Many Tribes were not recognized again until the 1980s – a fact that has a harmful effect on Native identity. Consider the impact of having one’s Tribe terminated (and perhaps reinstated) by the government. This influences one’s willingness to self-identify as a Native American. Accordingly, we have a significant and longstanding challenge with population undercounts, as will be addressed more fully in this report.

As our activist leaders build voice and influence, a perpetual gaze has been focused on land rights. One such effort was the creation of the 13\(^{th}\) Regional Corporation. The Alaskan Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971 was aimed at protecting the legacy of Native Alaskan resources. To accomplish this, twelve regions were created in Alaska to represent the interests of our people. Since settling the land claim, Alaska became a magnet for business interests, and exploitation of our resources began in earnest. These oversight corporations created Native “stockholders” to oversee distribution of federal funds and profits from business activities.\(^{42}\) Non-resident Alaskan Natives were not represented – and the 13\(^{th}\)
Regional Corporation was created to achieve the same goals, but for those of us scattered outside of Alaska. This organizing effort was centered in Portland at the Alaska Native Association of Oregon, and the 13th Regional Corporation received federal recognition in 1975. The 13th Regional Corporation was located in Portland until they moved to Seattle in the 1990s.

Today, we are the 9th largest urban Indian population in the USA. We are home to 28 Native organizations in the Portland area, run by and staffed with Native people, whose combined resources represent over 50 million dollars in revenue that go to local taxes, businesses and services. The Portland Indian Leaders’ Roundtable (PILR) is an alliance of local Native organizations, working to educate key audiences on the Native American community’s strengths and concerns. Several local Native organizations are profiled below.

The Native American Rehabilitation Association (NARA) began in 1970 to respond to the substance abuse issues of our community. The failures of mainstream services in providing treatment for our community inspired the founders to define services based on Native culture and wisdom. Pride in Native heritage was (and is) fostered with participation in powwows, sweat lodges, the Sun Dance, storytelling, the study of Native spirituality, and mutual aid. Since its beginning, NARA has expanded services to include outpatient substance abuse, residential family treatment, transitional housing for Native women and children, primary health care, and a family resource program. It is soon to open Totem Lodge, a comprehensive mental health resource.

The National Indian Child Welfare Association (NICWA) responded to the failure of child welfare providers to meet our community’s needs. By 1983, both conventional child welfare and Tribal systems were in need of knowledge, resources and research to understand our community and our children’s needs. Training of these workers was the top priority and services became available through a partnership among the Parry Children’s Center, Portland State University, and northwest Tribes. After determining the need for this resource to be firmly under Native American control, NICWA was formed. The historic training emphasis continues today, and the organization has added information exchange, community development, and public policy analysis. It has grown into a national voice for Native American children and families.

The Native American Youth and Family Center (NAYA) began in 1974 as a cultural resource for our communities. Today its mission is “to enhance the diverse strengths of our youth and families in partnership with the community through cultural identity and education.” As an urban Indian agency, NAYA Family Center serves over 1,400 youth and their families from over 380 tribal backgrounds annually. NAYA operates on the belief that traditional cultural values are integral to regaining sovereignty and building self-esteem. NAYA Family Center is a mission-driven organization that values respect for the environment, places the larger community before the individual, and involves Elders. We promote healthy living through positive alternatives to high-risk behaviors, and we promote the values of sobriety, family stability, culture, active lifestyles, and education.
We seek equity and fairness, and a set of reforms that are entrenched in policy commitments that move the Native American community towards a brighter future. Now is the time for change. We make the following recommendations for addressing the needs of the Native American community and the plurality of all communities of color.

1. **Reduce disparities with firm timelines, policy commitments and resources.** Disparity reduction across systems must occur and must ultimately ensure that one’s racial and ethnic identity ceases to determine one’s life chances. The Coalition urges State, County and City governments and school boards, to establish firm timelines with measurable outcomes to assess disparities each and every year. There must be zero-tolerance for racial and ethnic disparities. Accountability structures must be developed and implemented to ensure progress on disparity reduction. As a first step, plans for disparities reduction must be developed in every institution and be developed in partnership with communities of color. Targeted reductions with measurable outcomes must be a central feature of these plans.

2. **Expand funding for culturally-specific services.** Designated funds are required, and these funds must be adequate to address needs. Allocation must recognize the size of communities of color, compensate for the undercounts that exist in population estimates, and be sufficiently robust to address the complexity of need that is tied to communities of color.

3. **Implement needs-based funding for communities of color.** This report illuminates the complexity of needs facing communities of color, and highlights that Whites do not face such issues or the disparities that result from them. Accordingly, providing services for these communities is similarly more complex. We urge funding bodies to begin implementing an equity-based funding allocation that seeks to ameliorate some of the challenges that exist in resourcing these communities.

4. **Emphasize poverty reduction strategies.** Poverty reduction must be an integral element of meeting the needs of communities of color. A dialogue is needed immediately to kick-start economic development efforts that hold the needs of communities of color high in policy implementation. Improving the quality and quantity of jobs that are available to people of color will reduce poverty.

5. **Count communities of color.** Immediately, we demand that funding bodies universally use the most current data available and use the “alone or in combination with other races, with or without Hispanics” option as the official measure of the size of our communities. The minor over-counting that this creates is more than offset by the pervasive undercounting that exists when outsiders measure the size of our communities. When “community-verified population counts” are available, we demand that these be used.

6. **Prioritize education and early childhood services.** The Coalition prioritizes education and early childhood services as a significant pathway out of poverty and social exclusion and urges that
disparities in achievement, dropout, post-secondary education and even early education must be prioritized.

7. **Expand the role for the Coalition of Communities of Color.** The Coalition of Communities of Color seeks an ongoing role in monitoring the outcomes of disparity reduction efforts and seeks appropriate funding to facilitate this task.

8. **Research practices that make the invisible visible.** Implement research practices across institutions that are transparent, easily accessible, and accurate in the representation of communities of color. Draw from the expertise within the Coalition of Communities of Color to conceptualize such practices. This will result in the immediate reversal of invisibility and tokenistic understanding of the issues facing communities of color. Such practices will expand the visibility of communities of color.

9. **Fund community development.** Significantly expand community development funding for communities of color. Build line items into State, County and City budgets for communities of color to self-organize, network our communities, develop pathways to greater social inclusion, build culturally-specific social capital, and provide leadership within and outside our own communities.

10. **Disclose race and ethnicity data for mainstream service providers.** Mainstream service providers and government providers continue to have the largest role in service delivery. Accounting for the outcomes of these services for communities of color is essential. We expect each level of service provision to increasingly report on both service usage and service outcomes for communities of color.

11. **Name racism.** Before us are both the challenge and the opportunity to become engaged with issues of race, racism, and whiteness. Racial experiences are a feature of daily life whether we are on the harmful end of such experience or on the beneficiary end of the spectrum. The first step is to stop pretending race and racism do not exist. The second is to know that race is always linked to experience. The third is to know that racial identity is strongly linked to experiences of marginalization, discrimination and powerlessness. We seek for those in the White community to end a prideful perception that Multnomah county is an enclave of progressivity. Communities of color face tremendous inequities and a significant narrowing of opportunity and advantage. This must become unacceptable for everyone.

Advancing racial equity depends on eliminating the multitudes of disparities profiled in this report. We aspire to catalyze an understanding of the challenges facing communities of color and to provide us all impetus to act, to act holistically, and to act under the leadership of communities of color who have the legitimacy and the urgency to remedy many of the shortcomings that besiege Multnomah county.
Population Counts

The counting of a community is a deeply political issue – when numbers are low, it is hard to lay claim to society’s resources or apply more than tokenistic responses to community needs. Attention to community needs is significantly narrowed by lack of visibility within data. And the ways that communities are defined and identified to be counted shows how political processes designate, legitimate, and reward particular ethnic boundaries and preclude others.

There are, quite simply, different ways the Native American community can be counted. For example, take the way that different “official” counts produced by the US Census Bureau are chosen and utilized by policy-making bodies. How can official counts be “different”? The US Census Bureau now allows people to complete more than one box to define their racial and ethnic identity. This means that the fullness of one’s racial identity can be expressed. However, because of how the data related to people with multi-racial identifiers gets inappropriately ignored by policy makers for some groups, what ends up happening is that the experiences of Native Americans are obscured, rendered invisible, and denied.

How does this happen? Currently, official Census Bureau counts (including the Bureau’s American Community Survey, or ACS) can be tallied for people who either mark one “race” box or people who multiply identify with more than one race. Figures for people who mark/choose only one racial identifier are reported under “alone” statistics, while people who choose more than one identifier are reported under “alone or in combination” figures. For the Native American community in Multnomah county, 2009 ACS estimates of the population show 10,486 people as American Indian and Alaska Native alone and 21,533 as American Indian and Alaska Native alone or in combination with one or more other races. This means that about half of the Native American population in the county identifies as only one race. Our point here is that much of our community is what is typically known as “mixed race” and thus disappear when researchers and policy makers use our “alone” figures to define the size of our community. Not only is the community typically known as mixed race, but there is a cultural norm in the Native community that affirms the fullness of one’s heritage when one self identifies – a practice that runs contrary to the conventions of policy on racial identification.

The reach of this issue is significant because standard practice among policy-making bodies is to use “alone” figures when determining the “official” size of the Native American community. But why is ignoring half of the Native population considered a legitimate practice? In large part, this happens because different socio-political conventions have been applied to who counts for different groups in ways oppressive to Native Americans. These conventions are often assumed to be natural or obvious, but in truth are not, nor are they universally applied. For example, because of the way the US Census Bureau categorizes “Hispanic or Latino” as an ethnicity rather than as a racial identity, all population estimates of the Latino community are, in a sense, “alone or in combination” numbers. At the national level, 47% of Latinos identify their race as White, while 53% of Latinos do not. So, despite complex racial identities (deriving from a wide variety of mixed European, African, and indigenous ancestry) similar to those of Native Americans, all Latinos who choose a Latino identity “count” as part of the
Latino population, but disappear as part of the Native American population (if they are both Latino and Native American). Latinos have been able to successfully advocate for enfranchisement away from a numerically marginalized racial identity; Native Americans in Multnomah county seek to do the same.

A second issue is that of measures of ethnicity. In the USA, only one ethnicity dimension is collected – that of Latino identity. Again, the coding practices of some research departments grant primacy to the Latino identity, meaning that once someone is coded as “Latino,” that person fails to show up in any other subset of the data. What this means is that all Native Americans who are also Latino (as is frequent for those with an indigenous experience in Central or South America, and also within North American states such as New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado and California) are coded as Latino and disappear from the Native American population. We are the community most affected by this as a high percentage of our community is cross-identified as Latino and thus suffer the most with invisibility when this convention is used.

For these reasons, this report utilizes “American Indian and Alaska Native alone or in combination, with or without Hispanic” figures when they are available. It is important to recognize that even these figures likely represent a continued undercount of the Native community. This is because of the fact that many in our community do not participate in government surveys by intention or by omission (due to poverty-related issues such as frequent moves, lack of a telephone, or lack of a permanent address). While these figures are used throughout the report, we recognize that this shortcoming is pronounced in our community and have embarked upon the creation of our own “community-verified population count.” This approach is covered in the next section of this report.

Below, the reader will see a steady increase of the official population of Native Americans in Multnomah county. This marks an achievement for us as a people – rebuilding after historic and modern-day colonization. Remember, however, that this still is an undercounted measure of the size of our community.
Please notice that we are unable to indicate the population numbers for 2010. When the Census Bureau released their 2010 Census count figures in February and March 2010, we are not able to extract the number of Native Americans who are also Latino-identified. Accordingly, the only available number for our community in the Census 2010 is 18,011. We do not use this number as we know it is an incomplete measure of our community. In the coming year, more full Census 2010 figures will be released and will tell us the “official” Native American count in Multnomah county.

When considering the above population counts for our community, there are three important growth trends to note. The first is the US-wide growth since the turn of the 20th century: there were fewer than 250,000 Native people in 1900, but by 1990, there were nearly 2 million—this is an increase of almost 700 percent. Much of this increase has happened since the Civil Rights era. The number of American Indians enumerated by the 1950 Census was 357,499. By 1980, this number had increased to 1,354,033. These numbers cannot be accounted for by birthrate, health advances, better Census outreach, or immigration, although our birthrate is significantly higher than the White community (in recent years, remembering that our birthrate was decimated mid-century by decades of forced sterilization).

Secondly, we can see in the above chart that there is significant population growth between 1990 and 2000. This trend can be seen even in the local figures from Census 1990 to Census 2000. Notice the 118% jump in Multnomah county’s Native population from 1990 to 2000. This is understood to be the result of several factors – firstly, improved efforts by the Census Bureau, with leadership and
participation flowing from community organizations within our midst to reach and enumerate those who do not participate in the Census counts. Notice that this effort is an official recognition that there is an undercount of many in our community. Secondly, population growth is also the result of high fertility rates.

Thirdly, and most importantly, there are abundant Native organizations and social movements that have sought to rebuild cultural pride, networking, leadership development, and community capital. With these efforts, more Native Americans are willing to both participate in the Census and to self-identify as Native. Much of this “jump” is part of an ongoing, sustained effort on the part of Native American communities to preserve, protect, recover, and revitalize cultural traditions, ceremonial practices, languages, and other bases of community. Growth in the number of Indian organizations and associations, newspapers, tribal colleges, and American Indian Studies programs, as well as increased political action, reflect a general renewal and reaffirmation of American Indian ethnicity. This reaffirmation is visible in US Census identification increases and the vitality of Native urban communities.

Research on this issue terms the dynamic “ethnic mobility,” which aims to identify the reasons that one might change one’s identity across time. Factors responsible include:

- Marriages and unions that result in a shifted identity within demographic datasets (due to a change in self-perception and/or once a union is created, the “head of household” identity determines the identity for the entire family)
- Among higher educated people living in cities such as Multnomah county, there is an increased likelihood to self-define as Native American once they feel safe or witness no repercussions
- Socio-political events that change awareness and heighten prideful identity as Native American
- The community’s own community and cultural development efforts
- Political and legal decisions (such as affirmative action, tribal recognition, or land claims settlements) that formalize one’s identity as part of the community

Those who are least likely to self-identify as Native American are more likely to be poor, less likely to have additional racial identities (i.e. more likely to hold a “Native American alone” identity), and likely to have lower incomes. In other words, the lower a person is on the socioeconomic ladder, the less likely they are to define as Native American. Given, as the reader will see, that we in Multnomah county hold a particularly precarious economic position in terms of income and education, it is more likely we are to suffer from a stronger undercount than many other regions in the country.

Thus, the legacy of repression and colonization still influences how likely someone is to self-identify as Native American. The penalties for coming to the attention of the state have varied widely over the years – including everything from disavowal of tribal celebrations, to tribal terminations (including seizure of land), to having Native children removed by the Department of Human Services, and through the boarding school era. Coupled with ongoing discrimination and harmful stereotyping, many Native
Americans still refuse to identify themselves as such to the array of canvassers, pollsters, and surveyors who come calling. While all communities of color face such problems (particularly as they are much more likely to be urban, poor, fearful of official canvassers, and in less stable housing arrangements), the Native American community’s deep pain in relationships with the government accentuate this difficulty. There are, as a result, many within our community who choose not to participate in government-run surveys or the Census; also there are many who, if they participate, opt not to disclose their Native identity. Such action is an act of self-preservation and safety. And even if it results in less money flowing to the region (because money is tied to population counts), many among us see their choice to not participate as an act of resistance or safety.

But the impact of being undercounted compels us to remedy this practice and also to press for changes in both policy making and research that rely on conventional counts of our numbers. The financial impact of undercounting has been determined to significantly reduce funds from federal sources: each person undercounted in the Census results in a loss of $1,439 per year to the region. And when our community is undercounted, we disappear from view, particularly when the “alone” figures are used as a measure of our population. The reach of policy is tremendous, as it affects everything from whether or not sidewalks are installed in our neighborhoods, to whether or not funds for homeless supports get moved out of the downtown area, to decisions about whether or not HIV programs are made available in culturally-specific ways. With more accurate numbers, there will be a flow of more resources, more visibility, and more influence over both what policy decisions are made, and how such decisions are made.

To redress the undercounting issue, our community has initiated our own community count, as is detailed in the next section.

**Community-Verified Population Count**

Our community is deeply undercounted. To redress this shortcoming, we must investigate other options for “counting” our community. The method selected by our community to determine the size of our community is to collect tribal registry numbers, and to triangulate these results with similar research conducted in other regions.

Tribal registries have enrollment figures for the local region. These registries are owned and operated by the Tribes and thus bypass the difficulties that the Census Bureau has in obtaining complete counts due to issues of distrust and histories of violence. Our initial exploration of these numbers shows that there is a total of approximately 40,783 tribal members in Multnomah county. This figure shows us that our “official” (American Community Survey) measures undercount our community size by 47.2%.

This variance is accounted for in the following ways:
A confusing question on the ACS that asks for Native American identity, particularly due to the heightened emphasis in the ACS on “tribal enrollment” at the same time one is asked for one’s identity — meaning that it appears that a person needs to be tribally enrolled in order to define as American Indian or Alaska Native

An ongoing fear of retribution and persecution from the state governing bodies since many among us lived through the residential schools era, the forced sterilization era and the child welfare “scoop” era (during which profound numbers of children were taken into child welfare custody – the effects of which led to the creation of the Indian Child Welfare Act)

Ongoing practices of social and economic exclusion diminish the likelihood of Native Americans defining themselves as Native

Poverty-related issues such as frequent moving, lack of a phone and homelessness that narrow possibilities to participate in such official surveys

In 2004 and 2005 several student interns and an Americorps VISTA volunteer took on a project to identify how many enrolled Tribal members resided within Multnomah County, under the direction of the Portland Indian Leaders Roundtable and close supervision by NAYA staff. The effort began with researching the names and tribal identities of people that had been listed as participants in Native non-profit programs over the previous three years and coming up with a comprehensive list of Tribes with members in Multnomah county. This list was then cross-referenced with the Bureau of Indian Affairs’ book of enrollment offices, as well as some individual research into state-recognized Tribes. Although close to 400 Tribes were identified in Portland, 320 Tribes participated in this research. This was an extensive project; the average number of phone calls and information requests were five per Tribe. It took significant relationship-building and follow-through as well as effort by the individual Tribes to look up the zip codes provided to find out how many of their members lived in Multnomah county. Some Tribes were only able to provide tri-county data, although it was the rare occasion.

In order to avoid duplication, these researchers only asked for membership. If one’s identity as a descendant was provided, it was included in the documentation, but not included in the actual numbers. This is because it is possible that someone who is listed as a descendent could be enrolled with another Tribe. Additionally, researchers only captured the number of shareholders for each of the corporations that were willing to participate in the State of Alaska – where there are over 240 Tribes (with 229 federally-recognized Alaska villages and at least 12 non-recognized tribes). This may be an undercount, as well, considering that not all enrolled Tribal members are shareholders in the 13 corporations, but it seemed to be the most accurate way to capture numbers of Alaska Natives.

One data challenge was that some Tribes had only tri-county membership numbers. The researchers have taken this into consideration in the analysis of the data collected in 2004. To adjust these tri-county figures, we have determined how many are likely to reside in Multnomah county (by weighting the numbers according to the distribution of official ACS counts). A second adjustment to these counts was needed to bring 2004 figures to the 2009 year (which is the reference year for the majority of data in
We have used the ACS figures for birth rate (2.69%), the Multnomah County Health Department’s figures for death rates (0.817%), and calculated the population growth that is likely to have occurred between 2004 and 2010 (based on 1.87% annually).

Finally, we have needed to estimate the enrollment figures for the 20% of Tribes that did not participate in the research. To do this, we have calculated the average tribal size at 32 members. This was determined by averaging the size of the smaller 178 Tribes – deemed appropriate as the larger tribes did participate in the study, and used this figure to estimate the uncollected enrollment figures. This increases our count by 2,541 members. This number from 2004 needs to be increased according to population growth figures (again at a growth rate of 1.87% annually).

There is one remaining challenge with this population count. Many Native Americans are not enrolled in their Tribes, particularly in urban areas. At present, we do not have an estimate of the size of this undercounting. At this time, we do not have enough information to estimate the size of this dimension of the undercount.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community-Validated Population Count, 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tribal counts from Multnomah county, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portion of tri-county counts attributed to Multnomah county, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population growth (1.87% annually) over the six years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated count for non-surveyed tribes, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population growth (1.87% annually) over the six years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Native American</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s calculations of data collected through community-based research in 2004 by the Portland Indian Leaders’ Roundtable.56

To compare our numbers with those levels researched in other communities, we find similar levels of undercounts within parts of Canada, made possible because of more comprehensive data collection practices. The researcher compared figures collected in two different parts of the same Census survey, Native “identity” and Native “origin.”57 There are two different questions in the survey in these areas: identity refers to an ethnicity question, “what are the ethnic or cultural origins of this person’s ancestors?” The second question asks, “is this person an Aboriginal person?” and then goes on to ask if they are a member of an Indian band and whether or not they are registered under the Indian Act of Canada. The second question more closely approximates our racial identity questions in the ACS (the same as the Census questionnaire) and the first, if we had it, would be centered on ethnicity. Unfortunately, here in the USA, the only question about ethnicity that is asked is whether or not a person identifies as Latino. The only other closely related question is one’s ancestry – but that question specifically asks what country a person’s family comes from – and is thus irrelevant for capturing any details of Native American ethnicity.

There are two sources of research information in these Canadian studies. The first shows that there is a total Aboriginal undercount in Canada of 38.5% when one uses the identity question instead of the
“origin” question. The “origin” (or ethnicity) questions generate a much larger population count. In the USA, neither the Census nor the American Community Survey asks such questions.

The second study looks at specific metropolitan areas across Canada and compares these same configurations of population counts. In this study, undercounts range from a high of 100% in Toronto to a low of 22.2% in Saskatoon. To select an appropriate comparison region, we want to select one where the concentration of Native people and the city are both relatively small (i.e. not Toronto or Vancouver). Two cities that are appropriate comparators are Edmonton (where the undercount is 50%) and Calgary (where the undercount is 100%). While this information does not provide any guidelines (or suggestions relating to the need) about how we might adjust our figures, they do suggest that our undercount estimates appear similar in effect and magnitude.

It is time for policy makers and researchers to recognize and affirm the full size of our community and to grant us access to be meaningfully included in the dialogues and decisions that influence us. We seek to build shared commitment to ensure that we can influence decisions and live a commitment to inclusion and equity. Our numbers are rebounding and our needs are significant. We aim to build Multnomah county into a region that commits to the motto: “nothing about us without us.”

**Population Demographics**

Multnomah county’s Native American population is very diverse, with descendents from approximately 400 Tribes. While Tribes in the USA number over 2000, tribal diversity is broad in this region. Tribes based in Alaska, Oklahoma, Arizona, South Dakota, Montana, New Mexico, Idaho, Minnesota, and California – such as the Cherokee, Choctaw, Navajo, and Blackfeet Nations, and Oglala Lakota and Nez Perce Tribes – contribute especially large numbers of tribal members to this community. In the chart that follows, we profile the composition of our Native communities with more than 200 members living in Multnomah county.
This tribally diverse community is very youthful, with 33% being under 18, compared to 17% of the White population. The portion of Native Americans who are youthful (under 35) is very large, at 63% (43% are under age 25). Indeed, the median age for Native Americans in Multnomah county is 28 years, compared to 38 for Whites. As we gain confidence in the power of voice and numbers, this youthful population will become an outspoken group, demanding an end to the harmful stereotypes and marginalization we face.
The Native American population is also growing rapidly, as the number of women who gave birth in the past year is 11%, which exceeds White births at 4%. The Native American population is the fastest growing of our communities of color. Our birth rate of 11% is markedly higher than Latinos (7%), African Americans (7%) and Asians (4%).

This growing population is spread out across the county geographically. Geographic distribution of our community illustrates the need to improve the distribution of human services. Within the county, there have been recent regional shifts. The geographic pattern of Native Americans in Multnomah county shows that since 1990, there have been population declines in central urban neighborhoods (except downtown, where numbers have grown) and increases toward the periphery of the Portland Metro area. In 2000, Native Americans could be increasingly found in the Brentwood-Darlington area of Southeast Portland, outer Southeast Portland, Gresham, and St. Johns. Our best understanding is that movement outwards has followed lower housing values, as community members have taken measures to spread our paychecks as far as possible. Transitions of low income communities (with a disproportionate share of people of color within) have resulted in a deep disjuncture of available human services (which continue to be concentrated in the downtown Portland area) and populations in need.
We aim to remedy the current mismatch of services with the population and urge a more responsive and updated approach to service provision.

**Poverty Levels**

Poverty rates within this community show that one-in-three Native Americans live in poverty in this county (34.0%), while only one-in-eight Whites (12.3%) are similarly poor.

We can see from the below graph that poverty rates are much worse for Native American families than for Whites. Our lowest levels of poverty exist among our Elders, where “only” one-in-five live in poverty (while just about one-in-ten White seniors live in poverty). At worst, among our single mothers raising children under five, eight-in-ten live in poverty (compared with approximately one-in-three such White families).

![Poverty Rates in Multnomah County, 2009](image)

Source: Author’s calculations of American Community Survey, 2009.

Poverty rates deteriorate when looking at younger people. If you are under 5 years old (and our community is 13% under five, compared with 5.5% among Whites), and most vulnerable, as one has a more than one-in-two chance of living in poverty. The overall child poverty rate (those under 18 years)
for our community is 45.2%, while that of White children is 14.0%. Any amount of child poverty is deplorable – and our community suffers from levels that are more than 300% higher than Whites.

Imagine what this must be like. Money allows parents to safety-proof their homes, escape mold and dank spaces in the cheapest of housing, replace broken cribs, hire tutors and babysitters when needed, and to be healthy and secure enough to reassure a scared or anxious child. Imagine having so few resources and security as you parent your children. Poverty must be fully appreciated for its depth and reach. Money buys the essentials of life – food, shelter, heat, transportation and healthcare. It also provides resources for parenting, as well as staves off illness, provides security to sustain one at school, and offers security to withstand job loss and risk-taking like going back to school.

Single mothers have an extraordinary level of poverty with 8-in-10 single mothers raising their children in poverty. This is an incredible level of impoverishment that needs immediate attention at all levels of intervention. The urgency of this problem cannot be overstated. Deepening this crisis is the fact that education does not protect single mothers nor offer them a pathway out of poverty; the profile of this community of single women is diverse in education and degrees awarded. The impact is that women with degrees and even graduate degrees are likely to be living in deep poverty, similar to non-educated women.

A startling trend is that the experience of Native Americans is much worse in Multnomah county than for Natives elsewhere in the nation. Below is a chart that compares the same poverty measures for Native Americans here locally with the national levels. We can see how much worse Native Americans fare here than elsewhere. The conditions facing Multnomah county’s urban Indians are dire – the issue of urban poverty for our community must reach the highest levels of policy attention.
In the above chart, we see local levels being at least 27% worse (for our Elders), and at most 77% worse (for all families). When we add the Oregon data to our analysis of regional variations in poverty rates, the disturbing pattern of the deep poverty levels in the local region for Native American communities becomes clearer.
Above we see that the closer one gets to the urban experience within the county, the more likely one is to be living in poverty. This causes us to remark not only on the significantly higher poverty levels among Native Americans but also the specific conditions here in Multnomah County that cause poverty levels to be so much higher for Native Americans than for Native Americans elsewhere. And finally, this type of differential experience is not experienced by the White community – poverty levels remain much more constant wherever the measures are assessed. This leads us to consider that the nature of local conditions is particularly challenging for our Native American communities.

Within the region, variations in poverty levels also exist regionally and within school districts. Schools collect data on the numbers of students receiving free and reduced lunch and provide for us a view of poverty levels within school communities. Here we find poverty levels translate regionally. Our richest 30 schools (of 160 in the county) are disproportionately White, averaging 19.8% students of color. Our poorest 30 schools instead average 61.1% students of color. These same poor schools have approximately double the number of Native American students as would be proportional to their numbers within the county.
We now turn to a review of poverty rates across time to see if disparities are widening or narrowing. If the gap between the local Native American experience and national averages were improving over time, we could pause, but the data below illustrate a wide and growing gap in two dimensions:

1. Poverty rates for our community are deteriorating across time
2. Poverty rates between Whites and Native Americans are growing wider across time, regardless of one’s age or family structure.


In every age category, the hit from the last decade has been disastrous for those in Native American communities. The disparities have grown enormously. Look at the data from 2000: Native Elders had the “best” poverty situation at 9% of the population of Elders. Today, that rate has surged to 21%, which is...
an increase of 133% over the last 9 years. The worst poverty level faces children under five, of whom 53% now live in poverty, moving from one-in-four children to more than one-in-two children.

Poverty among the Native American community is worse than the national averages, much worse than for Whites, and the situation has deteriorated rapidly over the course of the last decade. The Native American community must receive significant assistance in the areas of direct income support to lift families and individuals out of poverty, so that we can have a fighting chance of improving our well being and vitality.

Immediate solutions to poverty include expanded access to food box programs, TANF, food stamps, homeless services, basic services, health care, child care, job training programs and employment services. Longer-term solutions include access to low income housing and living wage jobs.

When we consider what might get to the root causes of such poverty, and question how to deepen access to more permanent solutions, we turn attention to features of the landscape that are directly tied to poverty levels: incomes, education, occupations, unemployment, and costs such as housing and education.

**Incomes**

As one can imagine, high poverty rates are going to coexist with low incomes. The income of a typical full-year, full-time Native American worker in Multnomah county is $28,448 while a typical White person earns $44,262. The shortfall of almost $16,000 is huge, equal to the value of an apartment for a year. Considered another way, the average Native American has enough to feed and clothe her family, and pay her taxes, but the average White person has enough to also house herself! Based on average rents and housing costs, the difference between the incomes of Whites and Native Americans is equivalent to the full cost of housing for a family.
Native Americans are only able to earn less than half the incomes of Whites. Note these are median incomes, meaning that these are average people being compared. These numbers are not skewed by a few extremely high-income earners among Whites, but rather reflect the income of the average “middle-of-the-pack” person.

While one might expect (or hope) for the gap to narrow over time, it is not. In fact, the gap between the incomes of Whites and Native Americans is growing rapidly, and parity is further out of reach than it was a generation ago. We might like to consider that our society is becoming color-blind and that skin color and appearance does not differentiate jobs offered or wages given, but this is a goal fading quickly over the horizon. The evidence is before us that Native Americans have lost considerable economic ground over the generation and are slipping much further behind compared to Whites.

Source: Author’s calculations of American Community Survey, 2009.
This chart shows the dismal economic outlook facing the bulk of Native American families. Many more of them have lost ground over the last generation than have White families. While the situation facing White families is not good (with the lower half of the population only marginally slipping over the last 18 years), Native Americans have gone from 54% earning below average levels to 70% earning below average incomes. Again, if there is any doubt about how the economy is working for the average person, we see the results here. The economy is failing to provide the vast majority of Native Americans with decent jobs at decent incomes.

In our comparisons with national data, we again see the same pattern in incomes as was observed with poverty rates. The chart below shows how different family types fare significantly worse here than the national averages. For every income measure explored, there is a significant loss of income by living in Multnomah county. We can see that Native Americans are able to bring home much less income here than average earnings elsewhere in the nation.
Looking again at the above figures, we want to highlight the variations that occur as a result of living in Multnomah county. Using the data from the above chart, we have calculated the difference between national and local data and represented that data below for Whites and Native Americans. The first point that must be made is that Native Americans are worse off here than our national comparisons. Looking only at the blue lines on the table below, we see that for each measure annual incomes are significantly less here than the average for the USA. While this might reveal a low wage pattern across our local region – it does not. There is a differential experience, as illustrated when we look at the gray bars to the right of the “zero” axis. Here we see that Whites are better off living here than Whites (on average) elsewhere in the nation.
Notice again that our Native data (in the chart above) are to the left of the “zero” impact line and negative; incomes for the White community are on the right side of that line, meaning they benefit by living in this region. The costs to Native Americans for living in this region are big – for our annual incomes take a hit when living in this county. Made worse are the dynamics whereby the incomes of White families receive a bonus for living in the area. This differential valuing of the labor of Whites compared with Native American families is one reason for the region being particularly challenging for communities of color.

**Occupations and Job Prospects**

Employment prospects for Native Americans are narrow. The chart below shows how few of us are able to access the choicest of jobs – those in the managerial and professional categories, and to a lesser degree, in sales and office positions. This means we are relegated to the ranks of the jobs that exist to serve those more affluent and statured. It is of simultaneous concern that these positions are low-paying and subservience-oriented.
The jobs where Native Americans are more likely than Whites to be found are service, farming, fishing, forestry, construction, production, and transportation. This means Natives are doing all that it takes to keep more affluent people fed, housed, catered to (having the “stuff” brought to them), and served. We will be the ones more likely excluded from front desk jobs and higher ranking jobs – and more likely to be cleaning offices instead of leading them. We do, however, also lead and staff our own Native organizations. These are jobs that provide bright spots in the employment landscape. So, too, do jobs in the civil service, where we access professional positions, union protections and relatively positive working conditions. Despite the disparities in occupational access, many highly educated Native Americans continue to move to the region.

The above chart shows those who are employed in specific occupations, but many in our community cannot access work. We look at these data in two ways: first, as the conventional method of data contained within the American Community Survey, and second, as the result of a local study that involved hearing more details of those in the community who were able to expand upon the excessively minimal data contained within conventional sources.

Source: American Community Survey data, 2009.
Here we see that the Native unemployment rate is 70% higher than for Whites. Such data does not include the most recent deterioration of the local economy that occurred in 2010 – we anticipate that these data will worsen in the coming years.

Turning now to the more full exploration of the employment experiences within our community, we look to the chart below that shows the employment status of Native Americans as an entirety, revealing deep levels of unemployment and underemployment.
We can presume that the unemployed (25.9%) and those recently laid off (5.5%) desire work; thus, we can interpret that the unemployment rate is 31.4% of our entire adult community. We presume that those employed part-time are satisfied with such status, and are not desiring full-time work. We can also presume that those not working or receiving disability do not desire work – which is not usually accurate, as this number includes those we call “discouraged” workers who have often stopped looking for work. The official figure for Native Americans (in the American Community Survey, 2008) at the same time was 5.9%. What accounts for the difference? The methodology accounts for the difference.

Unemployment, in the American Community Survey (which is used heavily in this report), is defined as a situation in which someone is looking for work in the past 4 weeks – requiring them to count people whose job search is “active” meaning that they are making calls. Looking at the newspaper listings does not count. This serves to narrow the numbers of those who count as unemployed. So too is an emphasis on those who are collecting unemployment insurance payments. Such a measure does not count anyone who is ineligible for unemployment insurance, who has not received payments yet, and whose benefits have expired. This also omits everyone who has gotten so discouraged in their job search that they have given up looking for work. As a result, the statistic of 37.6% is likely much more accurate than the ACS statistics of 9.0%.

The “official” figures for unemployment are those reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. These are the figures that are relied upon in the media, and reported with very up-to-date figures. Given that this
measure relies on a 60,000-person sample across the USA, and draws from the Census 2000 to stratify those numbers across races (which we defined as a deep undercount), we end up at most with a sample of only 522 Native Americans, which is 0.87% (yes, less than one percent). The Bureau has decided that this percentage is too small to report. Accordingly, official employment counts ignore the existence of Native Americans, leaving us with only a second-class reporting of the data in the ACS. This means we cannot obtain up-to-date knowledge, even at the national level, about how the current economy is harming the employment of our community.

As a result, we turn to other avenues for this information. The first is the more dated information from the American Community Survey. From this, we find that the unemployment rate for Native Americans is 9.0%, which is 70% higher than the rate for Whites (5.3%). We thus know that there is an approximate multiplier of about 70% in current economic times. We also know that economic recessions have a much more dire impact on low income earners, those with less strong connections to the labor market, and on people of color. Given that the most recent data shows that 8.5% of those in the labor force in Multnomah county were unemployed (June 2011), we can expect that the level for Native Americans is somewhere between 14.4% (estimate drawing from official data) and 37.6%. It is unfortunate that we cannot provide more accurate statistics for this community.

One consequence of this form of invisibility is that there is frequent use of federal unemployment numbers by various government agencies to determine how well affirmative action programs are operating. State governments and contracted agencies are bound by expectations for eliminating barriers in hiring and often use figures that are based not on the size of the community but rather the size of the community that is currently available for such work – the unemployment figures are the basis for such counts. Accordingly, an undercounted or even completely invisible community will set the bar for hiring much too low. The impact of this low bar means that efforts to improve the hiring practices will be less robust than appropriate for our community.

**Housing, Homelessness and Housing Affordability**

A key way to explore housing is to see how many are excessively burdened with the costs of keeping themselves housed. A key target is to keep housing costs below 30% of one’s income. Below, we see that more than half of local Native Americans are vulnerable to losing their housing – as the confluence of high housing costs and low incomes requires many of us to spend much more than advisable on housing. While too many of local Whites are similarly challenged, the levels among Native Americans are considerably higher. Local housing costs have been rising in recent years and are threatening the income situation of our residents.
Native Americans have identified that racism plays a significant part in why they are not able to obtain housing. Almost 40% of Native Americans have experienced racism in finding housing in the Portland area,\(^6^5\) with no expectation that this is any better in other parts of the county. Similar results were found across the nation, as Native Americans were more likely than Whites to be told that housing was not available, when indeed it was. There is a pervasive pattern of renting that favors Whites. Although the Fair Housing Council’s survey that illustrated pronounced housing discrimination against African Americans and Latinos did not include Native Americans,\(^6^6\) such discrimination has been shown to be very significant in other communities.\(^6^7\)

There is a pervasive disparity in homeownership levels for Native Americans and Whites. Below we see that homeownership levels and housing values are significantly worse, and, again, that these levels are much worse locally than across the nation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2009</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Native American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multnomah</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median House Value</td>
<td>$298,300</td>
<td>$193,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Owners</td>
<td>60.2%</td>
<td>73.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Lower Homeownership in Multnomah County</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Homeownership is a significant engine for wealth accumulation, because housing assets are one of the three key factors that create wealth. The first is inheritance, the second is income, and the third is
housing values. Exclusion from the homeownership market denies our community an ability to build wealth. Wealth (the sum total of assets minus debts) serves as a protective factor for income fluctuations and it enables one to take risks, such as opening a business or returning to school.

Data on the wealth of our community is not, however, available. We are invisible in the public datasets on wealth, debts and assets, since the Bureau of Labor Statistics has given priority to examining wealth levels of only African Americans and Latinos. In fact, the data available on Whites actually includes Native Americans, which is a decision that artificially lowers asset levels among Whites, as it is appropriate to predict that our Native American community will hold significantly lower assets than Whites. This invisibility exists at the national level, and is also unavailable for both Oregon and Multnomah county. It is a troubling omission since wealth data is important for understanding the multi-generational dimensions of affluence and poverty, and for understanding how close communities are to economic devastation (which happens when debts are larger than assets – this pattern occurs over multiple years) which typically leads to bankruptcy.

While the above data is troubling, it is also worsening. Homeownership levels for Native Americans are declining, dropping significantly between 1990 and 2006, with homeownership rates slipping from 47% in 1990 to 37.1% in 2009. Local data is worse than Oregon’s average and the gap is widening. In Portland, homeownership rates have deteriorated even lower to 32.2% for 2010.

One cause of low homeownership rates are the rates at which mortgages are granted. The data below compares both these items for households with the same levels of income. The “tiers” are actually levels of incomes, allowing us to see how similarly wealthy households compare on these measures. The below data shows that loan denials are much greater for Native Americans than for Whites, even when incomes are the same. Denial rates are double – suggesting that perhaps the home-lending system is a key engine for housing inequities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Home Ownership Rate</th>
<th>Loan Application Denial Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tier 1</td>
<td>Tier 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Housing and Development Corporation, City of Portland, 2004. Definitions for the terms used above are:

- Tier 1 = households with incomes more than 95% above the median income (wealthiest)
- Tier 2 = households with incomes 80-95% over the median income (mid-range)
- Tier 3 = households with incomes 50-80% over the median income (poorest homeowners)

The pervasiveness of these types of trends across the nation suggests that there are structural barriers to equality in getting mortgages from lenders and in moving into an owned home, and together with pervasive individual bias, the overall context is one of institutional racism.
Many people, when denied home loans, turn to the sub-prime market to secure access to loans; in doing so, these people place borrowers at the hands of much less reputable lenders and take out loans at much higher interest rates. This situation places them at a higher risk for bankruptcy. It thus is very likely that Native Americans will be very hard hit by the current mortgage crisis. The denial rates for conventional mortgages have been massive in our community, even when comparable incomes are held. Overall rejection rates averaged 20% while denial rate among Whites was 12%. It is too early for information to be made available about foreclosures on the basis of race and ethnicity at the local level, but we anticipate that, like all other distressing features of economic downturns, the burden will be felt most heavily by communities of color. We do know that homeownership in our community has dropped in the following way over the last three years: 39.0% (2007), to 38.7% (2008), to 37.1% (2009). It is expected to deteriorate more significantly as the levels of foreclosure have skyrocketed in the last year in the region.

While data on other communities is available at the national level, our communities remain invisible in most measures of wealth (as noted earlier), bankruptcy, and economic losses from this current economic crisis. Our community suffers from ongoing invisibility since researchers have not given priority to revealing these experiences for our community.

The net impact of the housing system has Whites reaping the benefits of a wealth-generating system that works in their favor, while our Native American community is denied equivalent access through low incomes, high rent and mortgage burdens, low homeownership rates, low housing values, and pervasive discrimination in lending patterns. When unable to stay within the private market for housing, we face barriers to accessing public housing and lose our ability to remain housed at deeply disproportional levels.

Our major housing support program is delivered through the Housing Authority of Portland. Gains have been made among communities of color, but continue to under-serve our Native American community. Since the release of our first report, targeted outreach efforts have occurred, and improved interviewing practices (including the waiving of criminal reference checks which were determined to have racial bias) have resulted in increased access for people of color. The data show that today public housing residents have moved from 30% people of color to 42.6% people of color – a solid accomplishment over a year. Among those receiving tenant vouchers, the numbers have improved from 44% people of color to 50% people of color (in the same time period).

Among our community, however, the current data show ongoing problems. Among poor people in the county, we make up 6.8% of that population. We make up, however, less than half that number among public housing residents (3.2%) and one third less among those receiving tenant vouchers (4.4%).
Given these low numbers, we can assume that there are continued access barriers that the Housing Authority of Portland needs to redress for Native Americans. The waiting lists with the Housing Authority of Portland are marginally better, with Native Americans making up 4% of those waiting for public housing and 3.9% of those waiting for tenant vouchers.

When incomes are not high enough for people to access housing, and housing support services are unavailable, people become homeless. Today in Multnomah county, 9.0% of the homeless are Native American peoples, up from 8.6% in the prior count. We are overrepresented among the homeless at levels 350% higher than our numbers warrant, while Whites are underrepresented among the homeless by 21%. And know that this number is likely to climb, because figures in the homeless count include a total of 5.9% who did not share their specific racial identity. Given the pattern of reluctance to disclose one’s identity as Native American, it is likely that many of these people will actually be Native American. The Native American portion of homeless may actually be well over 10% of the total homeless community.

Services for homeless Native Americans are inadequate. Several reasons account for this: the first is the geographic availability of resources. Services are overwhelmingly centered in downtown Portland while our community is primarily in peripheral locations in the county, such as southeast, outer southeast, Gresham and St. Johns. This mismatch must be rectified. Secondly, support programs are not well funded for culturally-specific services. When service providers do not share our heritage or our
understanding of colonization and racism, we are denied access to service providers who we are more likely to trust and build relationships with. Thirdly, supports for homeless people, in general, are inadequate. Our homeless do not engender much compassion nor are service organizations likely to improve their funding situation. Those who are not housed suffer social exclusion and isolation at levels unmatched by resources to serve them.

A final point needs to be made about measuring the size of our homeless community. The homeless count does not collect data for those who are without housing but staying with friends and family, and “doubled up” in stressful and vulnerable ways. Estimates of the size of this number of homeless indicate that this un-housed but not-on-the-street homeless population is five times higher than the street count. In addition, homelessness in the Native American community is hidden due to the legacies of mistrust and the governments’ removal of Native children, often leaving the homeless community seeking to remain under the radar of mainstream service providers. Culturally-specific service provision must expand so that we can serve our own community members.

We are in the midst of a housing crisis, one that is borne of poverty, high housing costs, and barriers to accessing homeless supports. Native American’s face many housing barriers including low incomes, weak credit histories, lack of a deposit and down payment, and the lack of affordable housing. Such barriers are coupled with pervasive patterns of discrimination, and inequities in accessing housing support programs. As a result, we face many challenges in getting housing and staying housed; housing vulnerability is a dominant feature for this community. We seek for housing to become recognized as a human right and for all levels of government to promote access, equity, and adequacy in providing permanent shelter for our communities.

Food Security and Other Basic Needs

While housing is a deep challenge for many in our community, we also face challenges in basic needs such as enough money for food and utility bills. Going hungry is not uncommon among Native Americans. Many reported going without food at some point every day or at least once a week at a rate of 7.7% of the population. Add to this another 13.2% of the community who reported going without food at least once a month. This means more than 20% of the community experiences hunger on a regular basis.

Levels of hunger skyrocket among Native Elders. In a recent study of county Elders, 69% of Native American Elders reported not having enough of the kinds of food they want to eat. Here are more hunger issues:

- 11.5% of our Elders often do not have enough to eat
- 19.2% said they sometimes do not have enough to eat
- 38.5% say they have enough but it is not always the kinds of food they want to eat

Food Security and Other Basic Needs is a critical issue that requires urgent attention and action to ensure that our Native American community has access to adequate nutrition and food security.
Given the poverty level of 21% among Native Elders in 2009, and the fact that their incomes average $11,709/year, they will undoubtedly be stretched to cover food costs. Hunger is an increasing fact of life for Native Elders, worsened as housing costs are routinely overburdening this community.

Other ways that Native Americans are excessively stretched to meet their needs show up when we inquire about their ability to pay utility bills. Local Native Americans report that 4.6% are unable to cover utility costs at least weekly, and another 15.9% go without utilities monthly. This means that one-in-five in our community are unable to cover utility costs routinely. Another 30% have occasional difficulty paying utility bills. Less than half say they never go without their utilities.\textsuperscript{76}

Services to address hunger include WIC, food stamps and food banks. The Oregon Food Bank reports that of its numbers served, 3% were Native American (and an improvement over the 2% figure in 2006). The actual percent of Oregon’s poor who are Native American is 6.2%,\textsuperscript{77} meaning that there is a significant disparity in this service for our community. Our seniors are ineligible for WIC, and in the area of food stamps, no data is available for communities of color – thus, we cannot assess the disparities that might exist in this resource.

**Education – from Preschool through Post-Secondary**

Native Americans are deeply concerned about their children’s progress through school. We understand it to be one pathway out of poverty and to the improvement of health and well being, as well as towards expanding choices and opportunities. As you will see in the pages that follow, we have abundant reasons for concern. The disparities with Whites are deep and widening with harmful consequences.

We will look at several dimensions of disparities in education, including the overall education levels of the community, disparities in scores on standardized tests, school discipline, dropout rates, and graduation rates. In each area we review, disparities are profound and of deep concern to the community, since education is an important pathway to accessing a better quality of life.

Our first review of education is one where we look at the profile of the entire adult population in Multnomah county. Called “educational attainment,” it draws our attention to an overall illustration of the amount of education a community has achieved. The below chart shows that there are vastly different levels of education between our Native American community and Whites.
Looking to the far left of the chart, we see that about one-in-three Natives in our community do not complete high school. This is particularly troubling when compared with White achievement, as only one-in-sixteen Whites have not graduated high school. Similarly, at the high end of the educational scale, only one-in-eight of our people has been able to obtain a university degree, and only one-in-twenty two of our people have been able to obtain a graduate degree. For Whites, nearing one-in-two people have been able to obtain a university degree, and more than one-in-six have a graduate degree.

We now turn to the current performance of the education system in the region. We begin with a look at access to preschool supports. The program most accessible to our community is Head Start, a subsidized program that promotes school readiness through child development programs including early academic learning, nutrition, health, and social service supports. Parents are included in programming. Across Multnomah county, administrators have chosen not to make participation data available by race or ethnicity (with the exception of Portland Public Schools) making an examination of disparities impossible across the region. Below, the PPS data is provided.
Head Start programs form a major dimension of preschool education, particularly for poor children. Ideally all poor children should be eligible for Head Start programs and Head Start should be accessible for the parents and caregivers who wish to enroll their children. In our analysis, however, very few of eligible Native children are able to access the program. The above chart shows that a total of 53.1% of Native children under 5 are poor, and that this translates into a target access level of 15% (as shown by the red line above). Accordingly, Native children hold less than ⅓ of their appropriate level of access to Head Start programs. Note that only Portland Public Schools has made this information available – we have little reason to think it will be better in other jurisdictions.

The raw data for Head Start in PPS illustrates the magnitude of this disparity. A total of 824 students were served through Head Start in 2010/11, yet only 5 of these children were Native American – despite the fact that an estimated 211 Native children live in Portland who are 3 and 4 years old, of whom 112 are likely to be poor – and thus eligible for the program. This translates into a service rate of 4.4%, while Whites access the program at a rate of 12.8% of those children who are likely eligible for the program. White children are almost four times more successful in accessing this program than Native children.
Turning to the public school system, we find that some students cannot complete their schooling and withdraw or are pushed out of the education system. Dropout levels are much worse for Native American youth than White youth – and in 2010, is 9.0% compared to 3.9% for Whites. This is a masked understanding of the education system’s ability to graduate our students. This conventional measure of youth dropout rates have focused on the number of children who start grade 12 and who officially drop out of the grade – and misses those who elect not to return at the end of the summer, and also misses those who drop out before 12th grade. In these data (available back to 1998), we see that disparities in dropouts was almost eliminated in 2003/2004, but today disparities are much wider.

More than half (59.8%) of Native students do not finish school in Multnomah county (in the required time), and ⅓ of Whites students do not successfully graduate. What accounts for the difference in the dropout rate (of 9.0%) and the total non-completion rate (of 59.8%)? Dropout rates are generated by the school and do not include those students who do not return at the beginning of the school year – they are simply a measure of students who the school tracks during the year. These data are additionally problematic as they also collect the reasons that students leave school – but are generated by the staff who interpret these reasons on their own. When scanning the data, there are no comments about racism or inequities in how educators handle school incidents. Such a limited discourse illustrates that schools do not stretch into considering how they contribute to decisions by students to leave school, and thus leave themselves “innocent” of such dynamics.

A better measure of the current performance of our school system is revealed by new data on how well our students graduate from Grade 12. These data show that in addition to being “pushed out” of school, Native American students are thwarted in obtaining a regular diploma. We now have data on the current graduating classes of our students across both the county and local school districts. The Oregon Department of Education has recently given priority to assessing how well students who enter high school do and whether or not these same students graduate successfully (with a regular degree) from high school. Called a “cohort” study, we now can track students who begin in grade 9 and successfully graduate in four years. Below are the results of this study, and we see distressing patterns facing our Native students. To begin, disparities are massive, with less than half of our students graduating from high school. The second key message is that this rate is deteriorating at a rapid rate.
Some might suggest that these types of graduation rates are to be expected in a bad economy; they might also suggest that Native Americans value education to a lesser degree and are simply performing at acceptable levels for the conditions of our culture. Neither could be further from the truth. We instead bring forward the idea that our students are being “pushed out” of the school system by educators who re-inscribe a discourse that does not value Native American culture and identity, and by institutions and staff that have not adequately addressed institutional racism. We fully believe that much more positive results are possible for our youth, as the data later in this section on the success of the NAYA Early College Academy (run by Native Americans and specializing in education for Native American youth) achieves a graduation rate of 88% for its students. It is important to keep this success in mind as the distress facing our youth in the regular school system is reviewed on the following pages.

The variation among school boards is where an even more troubling picture emerges, with graduation rates plummeting to 20% in some school districts.
Our student graduation rates range from an abysmal 20.0% in Parkrose and David Douglas to a better-than expected result in Centennial of 66.7%. Our largest school board, Portland Public Schools, has results that show only \( \frac{1}{3} \) of our students are able to successfully graduate. While the long-term impacts of this trend will be for there to be an improvement in the “educational attainment” levels of our community (for these data will only very slowly improve the 32.0% figure of those who have not graduated high school), it will not result in a lessening of the disparities between Whites and students of color, because Whites are moving through high school at such enhanced levels over students of color. We see these data as completely unacceptable for both White students and for Native American students – schools are failing all of Multnomah county’s children when only 58.7% of all students are able to gain a high school degree (in 2010).

This terrible outcome means that we are continuing to relegate Native American students to the tail end of employment prospects. The profile of educational attainment for all adults is not likely to change in the coming generation, since so few of our youth successfully graduate school and so few obtain university educations.
With the overall picture dim because of the deep disparities and inequities that result in Native American students facing many barriers in obtaining decent education, income and a solid likelihood of moving out of poverty, we turn to look at specifics of the current education system’s ability to work with our children. We examine this in two ways: standardized testing scores and discipline patterns.

The historic review of test scores shows a pervasive disparity between Whites and Native American students. Let us begin with looking at our youngest children – those entering kindergarten – and observe the disparities that already exist for our youngest students.

![Measures of Kindergarten Readiness to Learn, Oregon, 2008](image)


These are the earliest roots of our achievement gap, showing that Native American children are already disadvantaged by age 4. We point to the lack of access Native children and families have to Head Start programs as a significant cause for this difference. These disparities, as we will see, will widen and deepen as students progress through their educational experiences.

Turning to specific learning successes, we explore the gap between how many White students and how many Native American students “meet or exceed” the benchmarks in standardized tests (also called the “achievement gap”). While it is good news that test scores are improving for both groups, no gains have occurred to narrow the gap. This has a profound impact on the ability of Native students to be on parity
with White students in their attempts to enter post-secondary education. The net impact is that a competitive advantage to enter post-secondary education has actually deepened for Whites over the last 10 years, because issues related to the cost of tuition typically takes higher education further out of reach.

![Chart showing the achievement gap in math for White and Native American students in Multnomah County from 2001 to 2010.](chart_image)

Source: Author’s calculations from Oregon Department of Education data tallied by Pat Burk for data to 2008, and ODE website for data in 2009 and 2010.

Looking at math scores above and English skills below, the trends are almost identical, with a very slight narrowing of the disparity in the last decade. The good news is that test scores have been increasing for our community. The bad news is that we still have a “failure” rate of 35% of our students. More than one-in-three students do not meet the benchmark performance levels for their English ability. In mathematics, as we can see above, roughly the same failure rate exists.
Below, we see that there is a widening gap in test scores in reading and literature for White and Native American students as students move into higher grades. The small disparity in Grade 3 deteriorates to an almost 50% test score differential by Grade 10.

Source: Author’s calculations from Oregon Department of Education data tallied by Pat Burk.
In mathematics, as we see above, the scores are still disparate, but they do not widen over the grade levels. But the news is not good; rather than the Native American students deteriorating at a faster rate, the White students actually deteriorate at just as fast a pace, resulting in a similarly shrinking test score profile. Instead, attention needs to be aimed at the earliest of Native American experiences in math—they reach grade 3 with an already significant disadvantage. Earlier intervention appears warranted in math, whereas reading intervention is needed to prevent growing disparities in higher grades.

Given the primacy of Portland Public Schools for the Native community, we highlight the recent disparities in both Math and English. We see a troubling pattern as disparities in English are on the rise in the last two years. The differential performance where White students improve while Native students lose ground is distressing.

![Achievement Gap in English, PPS, 2009 & 2010](image)

Turning to Math performance, disparities have narrowed slightly over the last two years. We are encouraged by the rise in Native students’ scores and encourage the Board to improve on these gains. The fact remains that Native students face an achievement gap that is over 25%.
One impediment to both successful graduation and to successful testing scores is time spent outside of school. One reason students do not spend time in class is because they are under suspension. Data on discipline rates shows us how this dimension of the educational experience is also deeply fraught with racial disparities, and deteriorating rapidly. Across the USA, discipline rates (measured by suspensions) average 4.8% for Whites and 6.8% for Native Americans. But while rates have doubled for White youth, they have almost tripled for Native American youth.
The rapid increase in suspensions is worrisome, particularly as these trends are partially a result of national, state, and local policies for “zero tolerance” towards behavior that violates school behaviors. Researchers assert that there is no corrective value in providing out-of-school suspensions for misbehavior, nor even that it improves school safety. Instead, it has created a policy context that results in deep racial disparities, and increases the likelihood that students of color will become involved in the juvenile justice system and with drugs and alcohol. They will also be less likely to successfully graduate from school.

At the national level, middle school discipline rates are available (they are not available locally). Nationally, 12.8% of Native American children are suspended from school annually. Among White middle school children, this rate drops to 7%, resulting in a practice that has 82% heavier use of suspensions for Native American middle school students than for White students.

At the local level, high school discipline data (as measured by suspensions and expulsions) are available. Discipline rates reveal deep and pervasive disparities across the years, and across specific school boards. Prior research indicates that students of color are no more disruptive in class, but they receive harsher discipline for their actions.
Stated again, because of its importance, we know that students of color are no more likely to misbehave in classrooms than White students, but that they are handled differently by teachers and administrators. And once identified in this way, students who receive discipline are more likely to continue to be disciplined, even when their behavior improves. Given also that discipline practices (suspensions and expulsions) are strongly linked to youth involvement in the juvenile justice system and greater likelihood of dropping out of school, we want to ensure that institutional racism does not contribute to uneven or heavy-handed uses of discipline with our children.

A final look at discipline rates has been disaggregated by school boards. Here we can see that discipline levels vary widely in both magnitude and disparities, as well as the way the Native American community suffers in some school districts but not in others.
Notice how two school districts, Centennial and Gresham-Barlow, do not suffer from disproportionate suspensions and expulsions of Native American students. These school districts have a strong track record of meaningful engagement with the Native American community. This data indicates that the most pervasive disparities in discipline exist in David Douglas, Parkrose, Portland, and Reynolds. The most egregious targeting of Native American students is in the David Douglas and Parkrose school districts.

A final look at the public school system and racial disparities draws our attention to another program that is differentially accessed by Native children. The “Talented and Gifted” program is designed to support high-end learners in the public school system. The program yields students with the highest test scores, the highest graduation rates, and the lowest dropout rates. In this program, across Oregon, only 3.4% of Native American students are enrolled in TAG while 8.7% of White students are enrolled. Eligibility is a function of parental advocacy, teacher recommendations and test scores, with most standardized tests being understood to hold racial bias. It is time to ensure that we collectively work to remove the barriers to full participation by our Native American children and youth.

If Native youth are able to graduate successfully from high school (and know that 59.8% are not able to do so), they are much less likely to move to higher education than Whites. In the chart below, we see a
current disparity level of 30% - meaning that among Oregon’s graduates, our Native students are 30% less likely than Whites to enter college.

While the overall trend over the last 23 years is narrowing, the current trend over the last 4 years is widening rapidly. Disparities were eliminated in 2001, but have been widening since then.

Turning now to look at retention rates and the likelihood that our students graduate from Oregon’s universities, we see that disparities have remained pervasively high over the last decade. The combined influence of poverty, low test scores, and a pervasive disparity with White students (making Whites more attractive candidates), coupled with ongoing institutional racism results in a deeply troubling profile for post-secondary graduation. The results have remained just as White as they were at the opening of the decade. Native American students are not graduating from our universities at a rate that might narrow the gaps in occupational or income experiences.
Current data on retention rates for our seven OUS universities, when tracking a specific cohort of students, shows that even when our students make it to higher education, retention is a serious problem leading to a disparity level that has our Native students attaining success at 28% lower levels than White students.
There are few promising signs in the local landscape to suggest that we can expect an improved economic situation for Native Americans. Within mainstream educational institutions, the sole bright spot is the improved test scores over the last decade; however given that they do not come accompanied by a narrowing of disparities, they won’t narrow the later economic performance of Native Americans in the region because White youth maintain a competitive advantage over Native American youth that is as entrenched as it was ten years ago.

Outside mainstream educational institutions, we highlight the accomplishments of the NAYA Early College Academy. Since its opening four years ago, it has quickly risen to become the most successful school for Native youth in the city of Portland, retaining 90% of its students year after year, and successfully graduating our youth at the highest levels in the city – at 88% of enrollments. The success of this program is its roots in Native perspectives, culture and inclusion. Being based within a Native American organization means that our youth enter our doors as insiders, welcomed in the fullness of their being, and then engage with highly qualified Native American teachers (over 90% are Native and 88% hold master’s degrees) and a curriculum that is culturally appropriate and student-centered. An additional achievement is that the program in 2009/2010 supported an average 3-grade level gain in
reading across all students. Today, more than 120 students are enrolled from across four school districts in Multnomah county.

That Native American parents are able to, collectively, overcome the perils and stressors of poverty to support our children’s progress through school signals tenacity. Given that poverty rates for Native people are almost three-fold higher than Whites, and incomes are half those of Whites, one might expect that our children would do only half as well as White children on these standardized tests. But our children’s scores are “only” (on average) 22% worse, showing that both Native American children and parents are fighting hard for progress through school. Our community is able to partially compensate for the perils of poverty and all its associated disadvantages – evidence of resilience, creativity and capacity.

In summary, Native Americans are deeply invested in education because it is the most important pathway out of poverty and towards improved jobs, incomes, security, and quality of life. Ongoing inequities mean that we are continuing to relegate Native American students to the tail end of employment prospects. The profile of educational attainment for all adults is likely to change little in the coming generation, as so few of our youth successfully graduate school and so few obtain university educations.

Yet, all information shows that the prospects remain almost equivalently low for this coming generation than those who are already employed, unemployed, or having given up on employment. The entire education system, from kindergarten through post-secondary education, needs much more significant change. The attention it has garnered over the past decade has not resulted in sufficient achievements so as to provide promise that educational disparities will dissolve anytime soon.

**Barriers to Physical & Behavioral Health**

The fullness of our health challenges extend from birth to death, across all aspects of health care intervention, and from less visible dimensions such as stereotypes and harmful discourses about who we are as a people, to concrete risks such as violence and homelessness. Recently, documentation has been provided at the national level to articulate our health challenges. First and foremost is that on every social determinant of health, we have worse outcomes than Whites. Social determinants are viewed as the precursors to health, and without decent access to these social conditions, one is likely to suffer from illness, disease, and reductions in quality of life. Examples include income, employment, child care, employment conditions, environment, food, housing, health care, social inclusion, education, and access to a decent social safety net when these determinants are not available. A range of challenges face us such as the following:

- Lack of access to health care and needed medicines
- Chronic underfunding of the Indian Health Service
• Lower quality care when care is provided
• Care that is disconnected from Native cultures, traditions, and languages
• Racial bias in the doctor’s office

Stories abound of overly discriminatory and abusive treatment, with 42% of Native Americans stating they had been treated unfairly when seeking medical care, specifically because of their race. Details of some of these patterns can be witnessed in the fact that, when in heart failure, we receive less frequent intervention, and when in nursing homes, we develop bed sores more frequently. In hospice care, we often don’t get adequate pain medication (with the discourse that we are “drug seeking” to blame for this pattern). And so too when we receive end-of-life care, we are less likely than Whites to have our wishes respected. More than ¼ of us indicate that our health providers (doctors and other practitioners) have poor communication with us.

In Multnomah county, data are available on numerous dimensions of deeply troubling health experiences that face Native Americans. Native American teens give birth at rates almost twice those of Whites. Many Native American babies are born at low birth weights. Low birth-weight babies are born to Native Americans at rates 22% higher than for Whites. As their life begins, Native infants die more quickly than Whites, with infant mortality rates almost double that of Whites (0.90% compared to 0.51%) in their first year of life. Imagine the struggles in this community to recover from intergenerational trauma, only to be faced with a high risk of early death. As new hope and joy accompanies the birth of an infant, risk too follows. This loss affects almost 1-in-100 babies, and is double that of White women. With the ripple effects of infant death spreading throughout the community, large networks of indigenous peoples will suffer from such inequities.

One of the reasons for the low weights and early death of so many of our babies is that health care coverage is too low: without coverage (or with expensive co-pays), we delay seeking treatment and diagnoses; interventions are thus delayed – sometimes at levels which shorten our lives. In the chart below, we can see that positive gains in eliminating disparities around the year 2000 have since been lost. Today, disparities are significant. The recent improvement of health care coverage (for 2009) is likely the result of increased numbers of people being enrolled in Medicaid as a result of deteriorating incomes and rising poverty rates.
Coverage rates are disastrous for all Oregonians, and particularly abysmal for Native Americans. This graph should illustrate that it is possible to eliminate disparities in coverage between Whites and Native Americans, but that the current path of spiraling costs and shrinking abilities to pay for coverage has led directly to the widening gap and the emergence of a two-fold difference in coverage rates between Whites and Native Americans. So too, the provision of prenatal care is inadequate. Almost \( \frac{1}{3} \) of Native Americans had no prenatal care in their first trimester. This level drops to \( \frac{1}{6} \) for White women.

Access to health care must be expanded for adults and for children. While significant advances have been promised for coverage of children in the state, their parents must similarly be covered.

For Native Americans with health care coverage, 59% have private insurance and the remaining 41% have Medicare/Medicaid, comparing starkly for Whites, where 73% have private care. But even when Native Americans have coverage, access to care within these plans is limited. For those with coverage, approximately \( \frac{1}{3} \) do not have adequate access to care. Twenty-eight percent say their health care needs are not at an adequate level, and 22% say their dependents' healthcare needs are not adequately met. Access to medications further limits the health of Native Americans. Less than half of Portland’s Native American community has complete access to the medications they need (46.6%). The rest have varying degrees on limits to their medications: 5.3% go without medications every day; 2.0% go without weekly;
11.8% go without on a monthly basis; and 34.4% have occasional limits to their access. Cost is the biggest barrier to meeting healthcare needs.99

Improvements in health care for children have occurred in recent years, with the significant expansion in 2009 of 80,000 children in Oregon, covering children up to 200% of the poverty line. Let’s explore how successfully our Native American children are doing in becoming enrolled in this program. Below, we see that our Native community makes up 8.4% of the total poor children population in Oregon, but composes only 1.8% of those enrolled in Healthy Kids.

Thus, there is a significant racial disparity in our enrollment figures. We aspire to have all of our eligible children enrolled in this program. To their credit, staff in the Healthy Kids office are aware of this issue and are working in partnership to provide improved enrollment access for our children. They also have been making significant efforts to distribute enrollment data in ways that are acceptable to our community. Improvements in collaboration are being experienced, but – as we see above – barriers in such access continue to exist resulting in deep disparities for our community. Decisions by Oregon’s Healthy Kids office to expand culturally-specific outreach will, we believe, assist in improving access for our children. We also seek to remove the two-month waiting period for this health insurance program since for some families must decide to go off a costly health insurance program and be without insurance for two months before they can apply with Healthy Kids. This is an inappropriate requirement to access such a program.
Moving beyond health care coverage, we now explore health issues and outcomes. Locally, the lifespan of Native Americans seems to approach that of Whites. At 76 years, on average, this is the same average lifespan as that of Whites.\textsuperscript{100} We have, however, uncovered a methodological challenge that suggests this is the result of an artificial increase in the life expectancy of Native Americans, and there is likely to be a much higher early death rate among Native Americans.

Lifespan is measured by mortality rates; mortality calculations are based on death certificates, a practice that occurs across the United States. On death certificates, race reporting is typically the responsibility of a funeral director. Funeral directors often must rely on personal observation to make this determination, or alternately, must gather this information from next of kin. This means that people who self-identified as a particular race or ethnicity may be identified as belonging to another group on their death certificate. The most recent national data shows that there is a 42% error rate on the death certificates of Native Americans.\textsuperscript{101} This means that Native American deaths are severely undercounted. Those misclassified are predominantly presumed to be White, thus making the White mortality rate worse than it actually is, and artificially lowering the Native American mortality rate. Correction for death certificate misclassification in the national data makes a large difference in death rates; for the Native American population, correcting for misclassification makes the age-adjusted death rate climb from 85\% to 111\% of that of the White population.\textsuperscript{102} This changes a relatively large Native American-to-White mortality advantage to a relatively large disadvantage! It is very likely that local data mirrors this trend and that there is actually a significant disparity in mortality rates between Whites and Native Americans locally.

Unfortunately these mortality data also provide us with information about chronic and infectious diseases like cancers, diabetes, heart disease, and strokes. Mortality from these diseases is equivalent between Whites and Native Americans locally as reported through the death certificates. In the local data, the sole exception to equivalency between Whites and Native Americans is death from HIV/AIDS, where there is a three-fold higher incidence of death among Native Americans. Of additional concern is that death from HIV is worsening rapidly.\textsuperscript{103} Deaths from HIV were roughly equivalent in the late 1990s, but by 2007 had grown to more than triple the death rate of Whites. It is likely that less health care access, lower incomes, and shrinking access to drugs to delay the onset of AIDS and to prolong life accounts for this difference.

Below are listed the summary of health disparities in Multnomah county where pronounced disparities have either been uncovered, or would likely be confirmed if more accurate data collection practices were routinely used. From a social determinants of health framework – one that acknowledges that issues of poverty, social exclusion, racism, food insecurity and hunger, housing inadequacy, poor working conditions, weak education, and low income create conditions that worsen health\textsuperscript{104} – it is not surprising that Native Americans, and indeed communities of color as a whole, face deep disparities with White populations in an array of health measures.
Better research would allow us better strategies to intervene in ways to improve health and well being. If better financing is made available, diseases like cancers, diabetes, heart disease, and strokes would best be studied by incidence rates, age of onset and degree of impact the disease has on one’s life, as opposed to relying on inaccurate mortality rates and the levels at which our communities die from these diseases.

We know that nationally, Native Americans face higher mortality rates from tuberculosis, chronic liver disease and cirrhosis, accidents, diabetes, pneumonia, suicide, and homicide compared to other racial and ethnic groups. We also know that substantial health disparities exist for many conditions, including heart disease, tuberculosis, sexually transmitted infections, and injuries. In addition, the prevalence of diabetes is higher among Native Americans than among any other racial or ethnic group in the US and has been increasing. Because of their compromised health status, Native Americans are also the most likely of any racial or ethnic group to have a functional limitation caused by at least one chronic condition.

Turning now to social conditions that affect well being, we know that our youth are subject to the ongoing aggressions of racism. Being a victim of racial harassment and violence is an important dimension of health. We know that the stressors of living with racism influence blood pressure, birth weights, heart disease and mental health. Some researchers are beginning to frame it as “premature aging.” Many students of color experience harassment; while these data are not available for specific communities of color, we believe it important to recall the scope of the ongoing indignities of racism. Currently, 26.5% of students in grade 8 in Multnomah county report that they had experienced “harassment about [...] race or ethnic origin” at or on the way to school in the prior 30 days. This number falls only slightly when surveying grade 11 students – to 24.7%. This is a startlingly high figure, yet not unexpected.

Racism experienced by adults is of similar concern. Our community experiences racism in multiple areas of daily living, as illustrated in a survey of 424 residents of the Portland region. Over half of our community has experienced racism in dealings with law enforcement. Forty percent have experienced...
racism in housing, while shopping, and in schools, colleges and daycare. Between 30% and 35% of our community has experienced racism while dining in restaurants, in the workplace, and in social services. In health care, racism has been experienced by 25% of our community.

We are becoming aware that the physical toll of living with racism and its daily indignities harms several essential bodily functions such as blood pressure, maternal health, hormonal balance (with high rates of the stress hormone, cortisol, understood to be pronounced among communities of color), and mental health. Nowhere is the toll of racism higher than the experience of Native American youth who are likely to commit suicide at levels that are 70% higher than among the general population.111 For those youth covered by the Indian Health Service, the rate is 3 times higher than for youth in the general population.112 The explanation for this is that all adolescents are likely to experience crises in their lives that cause them to contemplate suicide, but that “for most of us, most of the time, there is a ‘rub’—some future possibility to which death would put an end, or some future prospect that we are not prepared to forego.”113 The promise for a brighter future is not clear for Native American youth, and it is this shrinking of prospects for a better life that lead too many of our youth to suicide.

One of the pains our community continues to recover from is the forced sterilization of thousands of our women. During the 1960s and 1970s, involuntary sterilization of Native American women was rampant. Legalized in the early 1900s and enacted until 1983, the State of Oregon permitted involuntary sterilization, using it often as a condition of release from state institutions. This practice was determined as routine where young Native women resided, such as mental health or child welfare facilities, unruly teenage homes and criminal justice settings. Research into the practices of Oregon’s Board of Eugenics revealed that up until 1960 forcible removal of ovaries occurred for women when “procreation would produce children with an inherited tendency to feeble-mindedness, insanity, epilepsy, criminality, or degeneracy.”114 The fullness of Oregon’s participation in this atrocity is not clear, although thousands were sterilized and the birthrate plummeted for our community. Across the USA, the fertility rate among women of childbearing age went from 3.79 children in the 1970 Census to 1.80 children in 1980.115 Files were destroyed or lost, and medical records of actual surgeries remain sealed. A formal apology from Oregon’s then-Governor John Kitzhaber occurred in 2002, admitting the state’s role in sterilizations of women in Oregon. Our County-run health clinics were one of the institutions that took part in these sterilizations. Until 2002, no official recognition had occurred.

Sterilization included coercion of women of child-bearing age along with forced sterilization of women in state institutions. The numbers were huge, ranging between 25% and 40% of Native women of child-bearing age.116 Native American men were also sterilized from fathering children, as often they too were required to be castrated before leaving state facilities. This practice extended into the residential school system across the USA, and women were threatened with removal of their children into child welfare custody if they did not comply.
Imagine the damages done to the Native Americans community’s health and well being at the hands of mainstream society. Death, destruction of livelihood, removal of children into residential schools (and later into child welfare foster homes), the illegalization of our cultural and spiritual practices, forcible sterilization, and termination of Tribes were all carried out with the assertion that these were acts of civilizing and integrating our people into the fabric that is the USA.

Pains of the past continue with us today, and little surprise that Native Americans are more likely to be current drinkers compared with other adults.\textsuperscript{117} Alcohol, in particular, has damaged this community. At its starkest, alcohol is responsible for 12\% of the deaths among Native Americans – three times the levels of such deaths among Whites.\textsuperscript{118}

Remember that the introduction of alcohol to this community was intentional to gain power over Native Americans in trade and land encroachment by European traders, allowing Natives to be cheated of land, furs, and even their lives. Damage to the community has continued through attempted cultural genocide, coupled with fear of their children being taken by the state, and deep grief when it did. The intergenerational trauma that resulted, along with the suppression of traditional ways of life, has left many Native Americans with pain too large to bear. It is clear that alcohol use has been a way to numb this loss. Today, when many in the community continue to be afraid to self-identify as Native American, the depth of the community’s damage at the hands of White colonizers and perpetuators of institutional racism continues as an impetus to self-medicate.

Alcohol statistics are changing – perhaps an indicator that our community is on a pathway to recovery. While older statistics show how alcohol consumption was much higher with an earlier onset for Native Americans, the most recent data shows that Whites have taken the lead on binge drinking and frequency of drinking among youth. In 2008, 30\% of young Whites (age 12-20) indicated in a survey that they drank in the last month whereas “only” 26\% of Native Americans did so. It is important to note, however, that the same study has an additional 23\% of respondents identified as having “two or more races” of which a large portion is likely to be Native Americans.\textsuperscript{119} Substance dependence (meaning more heavy use than the prior statistic) is somewhat less for Whites (9\%) than for Native Americans (11\%). Again, however, this level is likely to need to be upwardly recalculated as there is a significant additional level of 10\% for those of two races.

These statistics show us that the pattern of alcohol use among Native Americans is changing, and that the historic pains of residential schools, forced relocation, and bans on cultural and religious expressions might be fading. But know that this pain will never be fully healed, and its toll on the community has narrowed our chances to build a legacy of wealth and well being. As long as the futures of our youth continue to be narrowed because of their identity as Native American (through dismal statistics on education, income, occupation, health, and more), this absence of hopefulness will continue to punish the community and substance use and abuse will continue. Another substance we are challenged by is methamphetamine; today, we have the highest rate of use of this substance among all communities.\textsuperscript{120}
This is not an uncommon challenge, but it is deepened by the fact that we have not been provided sufficient resources and infrastructure supports to respond to the emerging crisis.

At the front of the recovery movement are indigenous peoples. The Native American community has worked for decades to heal our people, working from an indigenous worldview that recognizes both the legacy of colonization, and the need for grieving and spiritual healing. Strong ties to Native traditions and community gatherings result in the growth of culturally-specific healing centers, as illustrated by the Native American Rehabilitation Association of the Northwest (NARA). It is essential that culturally-specific services be well resourced and widely available to all our peoples. Interrupting our people’s ability to care for each other and to access spiritual, emotional, physical and mental well being has been the White colonizer’s legacy in our communities. This is the challenge of our recovery.

Culturally-specific services in our community must be adequately resourced by the policy community at all levels of government. We know our communities best, and have trusting relationships with our peoples. Relationships with the White mainstream society are tenuous, owing to the many times that our voices have been ignored, our livelihoods threatened and our communities destroyed. Presumptions that services can be delivered as a “one-size-fits-all” solution are failing our people. We need control over our resources and control over how to configure supports for our communities. Improvements to our health and well being depend on expanding culturally-specific services in the Native American community. It is only through this path that the legacy and present manifestations of institutional racism, colonization, and imperialism can be addressed. While we need to reconfigure and renew conventional human services to better meet our community’s needs, we cannot delay immediate and expanded supports for culturally-specific services that are led and run by our own people.

Crime & Adult Corrections

Native American involvement in criminal activity has been dropping over the last 15 years. Among those charged with a crime, our statistics have gone from 1.4% of our population in 1990 to 1.1% in 2005.\textsuperscript{121} The good news is that crimes are dropping across the population; the bad news is that more Native Americans are charged for crimes than Whites at 37% higher, illustrating high and growing disproportionality in the arrests made of Native Americans.\textsuperscript{122}

The causes for these differences is unclear, and while most research points to differences in arrest and conviction rates to show that people of color commit more crimes than Whites, we do not really know if there are higher levels of crime in our community. In fact, it is highly probable that the higher arrest and sentencing rates are due to racial profiling, and policing and judicial bias.

We do know that our people are policed more heavily than Whites. Racial profiling is not prohibited by the police in Multnomah county although it is a practice that is reprehensible to all communities of
color. Referring to “the inappropriate reliance on race as a factor in deciding to stop and/or search an individual,” this contact begins the process of engagement with the justice system. The scope of racial profiling in the local region led the Portland Police Bureau in 2006 to officially confirm that racial profiling existed within the police force. Numerous community dialogues have occurred in the last ten years, including a major initiative undertaken in 2006 which led to a set of demands which included having the Portland Police Bureau release its own plan to address racial profiling. Released in 2008, the report issued commitments to diversify the Bureau’s workforce, upgrade the skills of officers, build trust and understanding with communities of color, and research police stop data more accurately and reliably.

Racial profiling is evident in the local region. Drivers of color are stopped at disproportionate levels compared with White drivers, although the level of Native American contact is roughly proportionate. This may, however, be because many times Native Americans are mistaken as White. We believe that when our people “look” Native, there is likely to be disproportionate engagement, though data to support this assertion does not, as yet, exist. Our review of available data, as provided below, will illustrate that once our Native identity becomes clear, we end up with disproportionate engagement with the justice system.

One remedial reform is to diversify the race and ethnicity of the police department. Native Americans are underrepresented by about 20% in the Portland Police Bureau. Similarly, proportionality in staffing is required throughout the justice system in terms of those who prepare sentencing reports, judicial officials who sentence our people, and those who provide services for those in our community who are under surveillance, incarcerated, or on parole.

Currently, Native Americans are overrepresented among those on probation in Multnomah County. If there was proportionality within the adult correctional system, Native Americans would have 1.6% of the population involved in the justice system; we are instead involved at 1.9%. This results in a disproportionality of almost 20%. Below, we can also see trends in justice system engagement; as the numbers of Whites decreases, the numbers of Native Americans rises. The disparity, however, will be reduced, but not because of an improved situation facing Native Americans, but rather because of the decreasing caseloads among Whites.
When we turn our attention to those incarcerated, we see that disparities grow very large. The Oregon-wide data (the absence of correctional facilities in the county makes examining the state-wide data necessary, as residents are spread over the whole state), shows that Native Americans experience an 51.5% level of disproportionality with Whites when it comes to incarceration.\(^\text{127}\)
This evidence of unequal treatment suggests that the system is ripe with institutional racism that has its roots in a combination of over-policing, over-charging, inequities in being held in detention, plus inequities in how probation officers make recommendations and how judges adjudicate a case. One pervasive problem is the ongoing lack of resources dedicated to re-entry programs for Native Americans.

At the other end of the criminal justice system, we have a preponderance of Native Americans who are victims of both hate crimes and crimes in general. The US Department of Justice has determined that our overrepresentation in violent crime is at a level two-times higher than our numbers warrant, with one-in-two of us a victim of violent crime, at a rate 250% higher than for Whites. This is twice higher than for African Americans who were long-considered those most likely to be victims of crime. To deepen the crisis, Native people are more likely to be victimized by someone of a different race than other communities, since non-Natives perpetrate 70% of such crime. This is US-level data; we do not have these data available at the local level, but have used available data for Seattle and Portland (as shown below) to illustrate that there is a significant local dimension to the problem.
Here, we see that the level of hate crimes is reducing (as is the case for all crime), but that hate crimes are experienced at heavier levels compared with Seattle. Our rate locally is five-times higher than Seattle. Know too, that hate crimes are vastly underreported; it is estimated that 90% of hate crimes against Native Americans go unreported, with the following reason identified: “[negative] historical and contemporary experience with the police, and the perception they do not take Native American victimization seriously.”

In summary, the levels of disproportionality are high between Native Americans and Whites, and these disparities are experienced in policing, being charged, being incarcerated, and being the victim of violent crime (nationally) and being targeted by hate crimes (compared with Seattle).

**Juvenile Justice**

The first statement to make about youth who break the law is that youth of color are not more predisposed to criminal behavior nor are they likely breaking the law more often. What happens, instead, is that certain groups are policed more heavily than Whites. Such groups are likely to be
poverty-laden, communities of color – although recent research suggests that the poverty issue matters much less in over-policing than one’s racial identity. When a high proportion of people of color are policed more heavily, policing bias then contributes to more harsh interventions with youth of color when they are stopped by the police. Instead of racial differences in criminal activity, we are more likely to have differences in neighborhood characteristics, family disruption and stability, and prevalence in having dropped out of school.\textsuperscript{132} Disparities thus exist for reasons of conscious and unconscious decision making by police and juvenile justice administrators.\textsuperscript{133}

National research shows that our Native youth are subject to much higher rates of convictions and harsher sentencing, although they are not facing disproportionality in arrest rates.\textsuperscript{134} Our youth are, perhaps most troubling, subject to a particularly harsh treatment of being transferred to adult prisons to serve out their sentences. Native American youth make up 31\% of the youth transferred to the Federal Bureau of Prisons to serve out their juvenile sentences.\textsuperscript{135} Such practice is permitted when sentences are long, when youth are awaiting trials as adults, and when youth turn 18 during the serving of their sentences. Also of concern is the pattern of charging juveniles as adults – a practice that many view as a way to provide “adult time for adult crime” and by others as a needless practice that increases the chances of youth reoffending (rather than decreasing such likelihood).\textsuperscript{136} Concerns abound when we find that 82\% of juvenile cases filed in adult court involve youth of color. Violence done to youth in adult facilities is profound; when held in adult facilities, youth are sexually assaulted five times more frequently, commit suicide eight times more often, and become victims of weapon-involved assaults 50\% more often than youth held in juvenile facilities.\textsuperscript{137} While these data are not available for Native youth explicitly, we know through anecdotal information that our youth are transferred to adult court more often than numbers warrant.

Today in Multnomah county, Native youth are 3.1 times more likely than White youth to be charged by the police for an illegal behavior, and as illustrated in the chart below, this number is growing, and the disparities with White youth are expanding rapidly. This is because a significant drop in criminal charges for Whites is not being experienced by Native youth, and over-policing of Native youth is increasing.
This overrepresentation is much more likely to be the result of over-policing in our communities, racial profiling, and policing biases, assumptions and stereotypes. A national study puts the degree of Native youth police charges at 4.6%, but locally we have a police charge rate of 9.0%, indicating we have a significant local pattern of heightened police activity with our youth. This is unlikely to be the cause of actual criminal activity, but rather a result of policing bias.

If no disparities existed, we could expect to have 20 Native youth charged with a crime during the course of a year. Instead we find that 61 of our youth were charged in 2009. To explain further, if we take White youth sentencing as the “normal” standard, we would expect a level of criminal offenders to be 2.9% of the population of our youth. This would equal 20 of our youth charged annually. Instead, 61 of our youth are charged, meaning that there is a disparity of more than three times higher than our numbers warrant.

For the social scientists reviewing this report, this is equivalent to a Relative Rate Index (RRI) of 3.10 for Native Americans. Two forces are simultaneously at work that help explain the existence of this disparity. Low rates of charges among White youth illustrate what has been called the “halo” effect which works to provide White youth protection from the most harmful impacts of engagement with
juvenile justice. White youth are inclined to be forgiven, afforded the benefit of uncertainty, and presumed to have learned from experience. The second opposing force occurs for youth of color who are given fewer of such benefits. Our youth are vulnerable to damaging discourses about who they are, how they are to be believed, and whether or not a criminal charge is “deserved.” The absence of Native Americans within the police force further deepens the likelihood that negative discourses are challenged. Furthermore, there are no culturally-specific justice-specific services for Native American youth involved with the juvenile justice system, meaning that our youth do not receive culturally-relevant services when they are in the justice system.

Turning to the details of what happens to youth who are charged by police, we see that there are marked differences with Whites in three key areas: being charged by police, being brought to detention, and being diverted from the criminal justice system without a record.

Here we can see that disparities exist wherever the bar is higher for Native youth than for White youth. Our Native youth are more likely to be charged, and brought to detention. Turning attention to the right three columns, we see the pattern in sentencing. We are much less likely to participate in diversion.
which would be a way to extract our youth from the justice system; this is not a positive finding. The likelihood we will be placed on probation is roughly equivalent to Whites. Please know that the numbers of our youth being committed to custody was zero last year – but in the prior year was two, and this number was disproportionately high, but because the numbers are low, the data itself creates a dramatic pattern (both high and low) while very few youth are involved.

It is time to pay much closer attention to the disparities in policing practices that result in too many of our youth being charged and too many being brought to detention. This pattern – and the fact that it has been worsening over the last three years – must elicit our attention. Disparities need to be addressed comprehensively before unwarranted numbers of our youth have their futures narrowed due to criminal records and involvement in the justice system.

Following our youth more deeply into the system, we find that more Native youth are being charged with recidivating once engaged in the criminal justice system. Native American youth were more likely than Whites to re-offend with one to two offenses, as well as to become part of the chronic re-offender sub-population. Native American recidivists are much more likely to be non-violent than violent, but are still disproportionately re-engaging the system again once such contact has begun.

The issue of disproportionality among Native youth has yet to receive much attention among policy makers. It is time for this to change. We see that the deeper into the system that our youth enter, the more likely they are to receive disproportionate treatment. This leads us to consider that damaging perspectives of Native Americans influences the decisions made throughout the justice system. It is time to reverse these disparities, particularly in the area of how our justice system-involved youth are returning once system contact has begun.

---
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Child Welfare

Imagine a scenario where one quarter of all the children in your community were taken, separated from their families, and then placed in institutions, foster, or adoptive homes far from where you lived. This occurred through the residential school system until 1978, and was a government-sanctioned reality for most Native communities. This legacy continues today, albeit in the modified form of “child welfare,” done within the ethos of child protection rather than assimilation. Today in Multnomah county, more than one-in-five Native children is removed from their family and taken into child welfare custody.

How did this happen? The actions of federal government agencies, state child welfare systems, and state courts through the 1950s and 60s made this mass removal possible. For example, in 1957, the federal Bureau of Indian Affairs contracted with the Child Welfare League of America to operate a clearinghouse for the interstate placement of Indian children with non-Indian families. The mission of the Indian Adoption project was “clear and deliberate” about the placement of Native children with Caucasian families far from the reservation—in the words of one official in 1950, “If you want to solve the Indian problem, you can do it in one generation. You can take all of our children of school age and move them bodily out of the Indian country and transport them to some other part of the United States. Where there are civilized people....” The Indian Adoption Project promoted the adoption of Native children so well that the demand by adoptive parents (middle-class Whites) for Native children exceeded the capacity of the project. The project sparked an adoption movement which stimulated the additional adoption of thousands of Native children. In the project’s lifetime, more children were placed for adoption by the child’s home state than by the project itself.

During this era, the loss of Indian children to state child welfare bureaucracies was so common that Tribes began passing resolutions demanding an end to child removal practices by state child welfare agencies. In response, the Association on American Indian Affairs (AAIA) undertook a series of studies in 1969 and again in 1974. The surveys conducted by the AAIA found that 25-35% of all Native children had been separated from their families and placed in foster or adoptive homes or in institutions.

Statistics for removal varied in different parts of the country. In Maine, children were placed in foster care at a rate 19 times greater than that for non-Indian children. In New Mexico, Indian children were being separated from their families at a rate 74 times that for non-Indian children. A report published by the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs in 1978 highlighted these same conditions in other states, showing, for example, that in the state of Washington, the Indian adoption rate was 19 times greater and the foster care rate 10 times greater for Natives than for other children.

Poverty, poor housing, lack of modern plumbing, and overcrowding were often cited by state social workers as proof of parental neglect and provided the grounds for initiation of child custody proceedings. In fact, the welfare agency was the one most likely to initiate an Indian child's removal
from their home.\textsuperscript{155} According to the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs report, few Indian children were removed from their families on the grounds of physical abuse. For example, a study of a tribe in the Northwest showed that physical abuse was cited as the reason for removal in only about 1\% of cases, the remaining 99\% were argued on vague grounds of "neglect" or "social deprivation."\textsuperscript{156} Many social workers and judges who assessed the Native family without cultural knowledge (imposing their own economic and cultural values, behavioral standards, and racial prejudices) interpreted the child’s best interests as served by removal from the Native family and culture. This was despite, in most instances, a tribal insistence that family preservation and tribal integrity were in children’s best interest.\textsuperscript{157}

Based on the data collected by the AAIA regarding foster care and adoption placements for Indian children and the efforts of Indian activists, Congress determined that fundamental changes in Indian child welfare policy and practices were necessary and passed the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) in 1978.\textsuperscript{158} ICWA represents a significant advance in the US legal system to recognize the tribal context of child custody and reflects generations of community advocacy efforts to respond to governments’ removal of Native children.

Even with the ICWA in place, Native American children remain vulnerable to disproportionality in child welfare systems today. A look at the local child welfare data for children and families in Multnomah county shows considerable disproportionality for Native Americans.\textsuperscript{159} While national averages show disparate representation of Native Americans in foster care systems across the country, this situation is especially pronounced in Multnomah county, where foster care rates (per 1,000 child population) are much higher than national levels and vastly higher among our Native community.\textsuperscript{160} These data place us among the worst performers at 46\textsuperscript{th} in the nation with only four states performing worse than Oregon.\textsuperscript{161}
When we compile and review the pattern of children in foster care, we notice a disturbing trend – the closer we move to Multnomah county, the greater the likelihood for our Native children to be removed from our homes and taken into foster care. The pattern shows that across the USA, a total of 6 children per thousand are in foster care. In Oregon this number rises to 13. In Multnomah county, it escalates even higher to 15. Look below, however, for more troubling trends when we disaggregate these data by race.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children in Foster Care</th>
<th>Number of children per 1,000 population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA - all</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon - all</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multnomah County</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s calculations for Multnomah County from data from Miller et al. (2009); for national data, see Child Welfare League of America (2008).
In every region, the Native American foster care levels are at least three times higher than Whites. But when our lens moves closer to Multnomah county, the pace of deterioration for our Native community worsens. Across Oregon, our rate is more than five times worse, and in Multnomah county, this rate is a startling 24 times worse. These data compel us to demand urgent attention to local practices of disproportionality in the local region.

A review of the essential “decision points” in Multnomah county’s child welfare system undertaken in 2008-2009 shows how decisions are made that lead to greater involvement of Native American families with the system. First, this review showed Native American families were reported to the Child Protective Service (CPS) hotline at higher rates than White families – rates nearly four times those of Whites. Over-representation of Native families at this stage of the child welfare continuum is very important, because it determines the “pool” of people who will now potentially enter the child welfare system.

Once a report has been made to the CPS hotline, a worker receiving the call uses set screening criteria to decide whether the report warrants a full assessment/investigation. At this stage, Native American families in Multnomah county were referred for an assessment at similar rates to Whites. At the point on the child welfare continuum where an assessment gets conducted, workers make a decision about whether a reason exists to be concerned for the safety of the children in the home. In Multnomah county, Native American families were more likely than Whites to have founded dispositions, or rulings, that lead to greater involvement with the child welfare system for these families. When children are removed from their homes, they enter foster care. Native American children were in foster care at much higher rates than White children. Stunning is the rate Native American children are in care – a rate 24 times higher than that of Whites. While our deep levels of poverty may lead to some precarious housing situations and sometimes neglect, know that we are no more likely to abuse our children than White families.

Once a child is removed from the home, it is important to see how quickly the child is reunited with family. The length of stay in care illustrates reunification patterns. During the study, Native American children were in long-term foster care (of 2-4 years) at higher rates than White children. A high percentage of Native American children (27.2%) had been in foster care over 4 years at the time the sample was drawn. Comparatively, 23.1% of White children had been in foster care over 4 years.

In the chart below, we see the distribution of length of stay for each community. Our children are least likely to be in care for short periods of time and more likely to remain in care for stays beyond 2 years.
In the graph below, we reproduce the length-of-stay disproportionality data reported in the above text and chart. With the concentration of Whites in foster care at each length of stay taken as the benchmark of one, this chart shows how Native Americans fare in stays of various lengths. This shows that the over-representation of Native American children gets worse with each successively longer length of stay category. The level of disproportionality is highest for stays of more than 4 years, at 176%.

Source: Adapted from Miller, Cahn, Bender, Cross-Hemmer, Feyerherm, & White (2009).
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Be it from the scrutiny of Native American families by various service providers, or the biases of White investigators, Native American families are reported to child welfare much more frequently than White families. Then, once investigated, our children are removed from their homes, placed and kept in foster care at rates disproportionate to White families. While some might say that poverty accounts for the difference, or that those in the Native American community abuse, hit, and neglect their children more often, all research to date shows this is not true. The differences exist because of the practices of those who “refer” children to child welfare and the decisions of those involved throughout the system to place children in care and keep them in care.

Comparison data is available with King county. The experiences are starkly different, as locally we take 218 of 1000 Native children into care, while King county takes less than 12 of every 1000 Native children into care. While the experiences shared in this section of the report reveal significant problems with child welfare practices in Multnomah county, the fact that King county has much less disparate practices should catalyze us into immediate action.
Sources: Miller (2008) for King County data and Miller et al (2009) for Multnomah County data. The years of study differ with King County being 2004 data and Multnomah being 2008 data.

While King county takes in almost ten times as many Native children than it should, the experience of Multnomah county shows we take in almost twenty times as many Native children than we should. Remember again that the research shows that Native parents are no more likely to harm their children than White parents – what differs is how our communities are monitored, referred to child welfare, investigated, and have our children taken from our homes. If equity were to exist here, the low levels of child withdrawal of White children in King county should be the standard available for all of DHS in Multnomah county. If King county can sustain these levels of children to remain at home among families, so too should Multnomah be able to achieve these low levels of 0.13%. We have highlighted this level in the above chart in a red line; every child in excess of these levels should instead be preserved in their own homes.

Resources should be increasingly available to support families as they care for children. Examples include both income and non-income support programs such as expanded TANF, WIC, subsidized housing, child care, stronger employment supports, respite supports, and family preservation services. Given that national data shows that 60% of cases reported to child welfare agencies across the USA are for neglect, with this number rising to 75% for children under three, the deep poverty our families face must give rise to comprehensive poverty reduction strategies.
In summary, child welfare is an institution where many of our families are destroyed. Numerous children pulled from our homes end up outside our community, with lengthy interruptions in family ties and an overly high likelihood to never return. While some protection for vulnerable children is provided, the inequities that exist for our Native children and families places our community at risk – at the hands of decision making practices of those who staff these institutions.

Data is emerging about the risks of being in the foster care system. When comparing children who are involved with child welfare and those who remain in their own families, we find troubling prospects for such youth, ranging from dropping out of school to being homeless, suffering mental illness, or suffering incarceration. And these youth are much more likely to engage with the child welfare system when they have children. Consider the following experiences of those who have “aged out” of foster care at age 18:

- Those previously in foster care will be 68% less likely than the general population to graduate high school
- Special education involvement is three times higher than for non-foster youth
- Twenty-five percent will be homeless at some time
- Of those in the shelter system, more than half were in foster care
- Sixty-two percent will be unemployed within four years of leaving foster care
- When employed, incomes will be 30% less
- Foster children have three to seven times more health, developmental and emotional problems than non-foster youth of similar incomes
- Half of youth who leave foster care have no health insurance compared with 30% among the general youth population
- Twenty-seven percent of males and 10% of females are incarcerated within 18 months of exiting foster care
- One-in-four turn to drug trafficking and 11% to prostitution
- Sixty percent of female foster children become pregnant within 4 years of leaving care and 25% of young men will father a child within 18 months of leaving care
- Among adults involved with housing supports, 77% have at least one child who enters foster care at some time

These are problems that flow from lack of preparation for independence, lack of community connections to support becoming an adult in the world, and the lack of money to survive independently. All end when DHS ceases involvement in our children’s lives. Resources are reserved for younger children and community ties are typically broken the longer children stay in foster care. The result is that our children are isolated, vulnerable and without supports (financial and human) to survive, much less to thrive. We want to ensure that all of our decision makers who influence the path through the DHS system understand that by removing our children, they are increasing our children’s risk for a lifetime of vulnerability. And it is our children of color, and most significantly our Native American children, who suffer the cost.
We can no longer tolerate such inequities. Preventing our children from entering the foster care system must become a top priority.

**Civic Engagement**

Patterns of civic engagement reveal how well our communities invest in building a society that nurtures us all. The conventional ways for assessing these practices are through surveys on voting registration, voting practices, volunteerism, charitable donations, and participation in public service. The vast majority of these surveys do not report findings in ways that include the Native American population, even at a national level. Advocacy is needed to improve reporting practices.

As a result, materials available for other communities of color do not exist for our community. This data deficiency needs to be remedied.

We believe, however, that voting in our region is higher than elsewhere. Efforts have been robust in the area to register our people to vote; for example, the Portland Youth & Elders Council successfully helped thousands of Native Americans to register in the lead-up to the 2008 federal election. Interest in elections is broad and deep in our community as we recognize and build our influence in the voting booth. There are a number of local practices that contribute to high levels of political engagement. Candidates in the region initiate contact with the Native American community during campaigns. Community members work together to collect ballots. Opportunity for the community to exert influence and to sway elections is a real possibility, and in all likelihood has already occurred.

Our voting participation remains hampered by the absence of our people in elected positions. At the time of writing this report, there is no known elected official in the City of Portland, Multnomah County, Metro, or the Oregon legislature who publicly identifies as Native American. We are pleased to affirm the election of Matt Morton, Squaxin Island Tribe, to the Portland Public Schools Board of Education in 2011.

Civic engagement is also understood through participation in the civil service. Available to us are the employment figures for the City of Portland and for Multnomah County. We will examine each in turn. In the chart below, we can see that despite the fact that the population of Portland had 2.6% Native Americans in 2009, our employment levels in the City stalled at 1.5%. 
We have used a dashed line to indicate the population levels of those in the city, and aim for our employment figures to reflect the racial composition within the region. Here, we can see that Whites have much more than their “fair share” of such jobs and Native Americans much less. This means that Native American service users and community members do not see themselves reflected appropriately in the City’s workforce. This is problematic – it signals to the community that we matter less in the government, and suggests that these jobs are not important to us. Hidden from view, however, is that these patterns are beyond our control and responsibility; hiring is in the hands of human resource departments and administrators. We aim for equity in hiring and an end to disproportionality that illustrates barriers to our full inclusion in City government.

In Multnomah County, we hold 37 full time jobs in the civil service.\textsuperscript{170} This translates to 0.8% of the jobs – a situation considerably worse than the City of Portland. We are 3.0% of the population of the county. This profile illustrates that there are considerable barriers to our equitable hiring and retention within the County government. Particularly intolerable is the fact that there are two departments where we hold none or almost none of the paid positions: The District Attorney’s office (where we hold none of the 207 jobs) and the Sherriff’s office (where we hold only 1 of the 766 jobs).
Turning to the region’s largest community college, Portland Community College, we find a similar pattern of significant failings to ensure that our community has access to the employment positions available within the institution.

Within PCC, we have equitable access to employment in only two of the employment categories. In all of the better paying positions, we face serious barriers to being hired. Even worse is that hiring from within our community was not even given priority within PCC – for we were not deemed to be under-represented in administration, professional, faculty instruction, secretarial or technical employment. In the last year of hiring practices across PCC for full-time employees, only one Native American was hired – and this despite the fact that 116 new employees were hired last year, among a workforce that totals 1471 full-time employees. Notice that not only is there a deep under-hiring among the Native American community, but that this is accompanied with dramatic over-hiring among Whites. White people continue to obtain much more than their fair share of most hiring opportunities at PCC – a pattern that fails to help Native American students and our communities. We are being systematically denied access to these good jobs.
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Despite being blocked from equitable hiring within the civil service, we have extended our influence broadly across the nation. We have contributed greatly to the USA and its development. Our knowledge and our worldview are currently serving as a template for the ecological and sustainability movements. So, too, have we built agricultural practices and developed produce that have informed and expanded US agriculture. At the cultural level, our practice of sign language has served as the basis for those in the deaf community (albeit with transformed mechanics and meanings). Our governance structures have been copied by the federal government. It was our Iroquois Nation who provided the intellectual ideas and practices for the division of powers between the central and state governments, which formed the basis for the US system of governance.\textsuperscript{172}

When we turn to consider how well we are recognized and validated in current practices, we look first to the practices of institutions such as foundations and philanthropic initiatives in giving back to our community. For this information, we turn to a recent study of grant-making practices in Oregon.\textsuperscript{173} Despite communities of color making up 19.7\% of the population in Oregon, communities of color are found to have received a total of only 9.6\% of grants awarded by foundations.\textsuperscript{174} This includes funding made explicitly for communities of color, funding promised to be received by people of color (though research limitations mean we do not know if people of color received promised services), and a proportionate share of funding made to the general population.

We do wonder, however, if the 19.7\% target number for people of color in the state should instead be replaced by the portion of our poverty numbers that include people of color. When we do this calculation, we find that communities of color make up 32.3\% of Oregon’s poor. This is perhaps a better goal for funding allocations as foundations attempt to address human need – we encourage these poverty figures to guide foundation expenditures as they better reflect the needs that exist in the community.

Turning to charitable giving to Native American communities, we find that while we make up 3.3\% of Oregon’s population, we receive a total of only 0.7\% of foundation grants. When we look at our numbers in poverty, we make up 5.5\% of the total poverty population, making our funding level much worse.

This is a deplorable level of funding, worsened by lesser visibility and population undercounts. And still, we applaud the fact that studies such as this of Oregon’s grant making practices have been conducted. We now have the data to aspire to improved practices in all areas of funding and resources allocated to our community.
**Bright Spots**

Awareness of our community, its size, and its history is building. Prideful self-identification is growing among our people as we increasingly take our rightful place in the fabric of the USA. Our community organizations are flourishing, and those in Multnomah county are leading the edge of advocacy and service delivery across the nation. We are home to many Native organizations and advocacy groups and have determined that these organizations bring over $50 million annually to the region’s economy through grants and tax dollars.175

There have been significant efforts underway to improve the condition of our people. We affirm efforts to introduce culturally-specific funding into Multnomah County’s SUN Service System, and see signs that this is expanding in some efforts in the City of Portland and in the domestic violence services financed by Multnomah County. The efforts to improve outreach efforts during Census 2010 were a significant improvement over Census 2000, and current outreach efforts for the homeless count are also improved.

We also want to recognize the numbers of governmental departments that are beginning to disaggregate their data by race and ethnicity and are inviting dialogue with us to improve research practices. Again, we call out Multnomah County’s DHS efforts here – the Visibility Initiative holds promise to generate sufficient information on the status of disparities, assess progress and shortcomings, and to involve us in advising on priorities for improvements. We applaud the work of the Portland Housing Bureau, Oregon’s Healthy Kids department, and the Portland Planning Bureau to integrate research practices that will entrench visibility of our community and other communities of color.

In funding improvements, we want to affirm the recent directions taken by the City’s Regional Arts and Culture Council, and the Portland Children’s Levy. We also affirm the improvements being made within granting practices that show some increased efforts to direct funds to communities of color. Northwest Health Foundation has been a leader in this sector, and Meyer Memorial Trust has recently extended their commitment to resourcing communities of color.

But our needs are mounting at a profound rate. Tied to faltering education, employment and housing systems leave too many poor, broken, and at risk of deteriorating health and well being. The resilience of this community is enormous (having been required to survive colonization and slavery), but ignoring policy action is understood to be a further act of colonization.

**Comparison with King County**

The damaging conditions facing our Native American community, while not unique to Multnomah county, are worse than the neighboring region of King county, home to Seattle. In the chart below, we
can see that in every measure, the conditions facing us are significantly more challenging, with the exception of “rent burden” as Seattle is more deeply challenged by high housing costs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2009</th>
<th>Child Poverty</th>
<th>Rent Burden (paying 30% or more)</th>
<th>Full time year round median Income</th>
<th>Occupation as management/prof</th>
<th>Hold a university degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multnomah</td>
<td>King</td>
<td>Multnomah</td>
<td>King</td>
<td>Multnomah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>$44,262</td>
<td>47.4%</td>
<td>41.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>45.2%</td>
<td>18.3%</td>
<td>$28,448</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45.2%</td>
<td>38.4%</td>
<td>25.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s calculations from American Community Survey, 2008.

Scanning the magnitude of these variations, one can see that the conditions that might lead to a thriving Native American community do not exist here, yet they exist more strongly less than 170 miles to the north. For a more complete understanding of the differences facing Native Americans in the two different regions, we need to compare the experiences of Native Americans in each item of the chart. For this information, we need to compare the Native American conditions in each county, as shown below.

Source: Author’s calculations from American Community Survey, 2009.
Look closely at the above chart for sometimes a reduction is a good thing (such as being rent burdened), while other times a high figure is positive for the community – such as for holding a university degree. Notice most closely the magnitude of differences between the local and King county experiences, for our Native American community is facing much greater distress locally than in King county.

One feature of this comparison was not included in the above chart – for our income data, look below and observe the details for how Native American incomes plummet in comparison with King county.

All of the charts in this section reveal a troubling set of experiences for Native Americans in Multnomah county. King county has found a more productive path forwards and created economic and social conditions that have reduced disparities, when compared with Multnomah county.
Recent Changes in Disparities

The trend in disparities is troubling, with the vast majority of disparities worsening. The table below shows 28 measures for which we had data on disparities for our community in the last two years. Of these 28 measures, only six were improving. Within these six measures, five are the result of a real gain for our community, as the other one is the result of a more rapidly deteriorating condition for Whites, resulting in a drop in disparity level – certainly not the direction of disparity reduction that we seek!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of Disparities</th>
<th>2007 % worse for Native Americans</th>
<th>2009 % worse for Native Americans</th>
<th>Direction of Change from 2007 to 2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management &amp; professional jobs</td>
<td>157%</td>
<td>142%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service jobs</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All individuals</td>
<td>136%</td>
<td>176%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child poverty</td>
<td>162%</td>
<td>223%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elders (65+)</td>
<td>107%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family poverty, kids &lt;18</td>
<td>239%</td>
<td>345%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female single parent, kids &lt;18</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>132%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female single parent, kids &lt;5</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>105%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rent Burden</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>-9%</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage Burden</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeownership</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home value (owners only)</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attainment of a university degree</td>
<td>139%</td>
<td>403%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop out rate*</td>
<td>127%</td>
<td>131%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discipline rate</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School graduation rate*</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic test scores - Math*</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic testing - reading/literature*</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>107%</td>
<td>124%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>104%</td>
<td>106%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirement</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>101%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female single parent</td>
<td>109%</td>
<td>138%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health insurance*</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rate</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal &amp; Juvenile Justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of juvenile detentions</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>-3%</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of youth being criminally charged</td>
<td>103%</td>
<td>210%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult incarceration rate*</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison with King County</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite of 5 measures</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Please note that these rates are for the prior two years (2009 & 2010)
* A drop of more or less than one percentage point is deemed to have remained constant
* Data for 2006 and 2009 were used for these two time periods
* Data for 2008 and 2009 were used here
* Data for 2008 and 2010 were used here

[Diagram indicating changes in disparities]
To calculate the disparity measure, we returned to the relevant part of this report, and compared the experiences of Whites and Native Americans. Calculations were made in the following manner:

- \((\text{frequency of experience for White people}) - \text{(frequency of experience for Native Americans)}\) / \((\text{frequency of experience for Native Americans})\)

The measure thus reveals a comparison between the experiences of Native people as measured against those for White people, thus showing how much “worse” or “better” the experience is. Values for each year were calculated and the direction of change interpreted and highlighted with the arrows at the far right of the chart.

As we review these data, we need to let the magnitude of the disparities sink into our consciousness. Coupled with the fact that disparities are worsening, we need to firmly reject the idea that there is a “natural” transformation of greater equality growing into existence. There is nothing natural about disparities. Disparities are constructed by the individual and institutional policies and practices that treat people differently based on one’s race. At this point in time, leaving disparities unattended is a recipe for disaster for our community.

Policy Recommendations

Urgency and immediacy are the required responses to the dire situation facing many Native Americans. Inaction is impossible. Failing to act means legitimizing poverty and spiraling distress. Inaction will seal the fate of this community to marginalization, damaging levels of distress and ongoing exclusion from mainstream society. Failing to take action as our research compels will be the 21st century’s version of colonization.

The policy recommendations that follow are those which the Coalition of Communities of Color has developed and which we endorse. These measures will advance the needs of our people.

1. **Reduce disparities with firm timelines, policy commitments and resources.** Disparity reduction across systems must occur and must ultimately ensure that one’s racial and ethnic identity ceases to determine one’s life chances. The Coalition urges the State, County and City governments, including school boards, to establish firm timelines with measurable outcomes to assess disparities each and every year. There must be zero-tolerance for racial and ethnic disparities. Accountability structures must be developed and implemented to ensure progress on disparity reduction. As a first step, plans for disparities reduction must be developed in every institution and be developed in partnership with communities of color. Targeted reductions with measurable outcomes must be a central feature of these plans. Elements of such an initiative would include the following outcome:
• Policies to reflect these commitments are needed to ensure accountability exists in legislation.
• Accountability structures must be developed and implemented to ensure progress on disparity reduction. As a first step, plans for disparities reduction must be developed in every institution and be developed in partnership with communities of color. Targeted reductions with measurable outcomes must be a central feature of these plans.
• Disparities must be understood institutionally, ideologically, behaviorally and historically. Institutional racism must be a major feature of disparity reduction work.
• These initiatives must be effectively resourced the control of these initiatives must be placed in the leadership of communities of color who will lead us to real solutions.
• Accountability and transparency must feature across all institutional efforts.
• Annual updates must be conducted; the results must be available to the general public.

2. **Expand funding for culturally-specific services.** Designated funds are required, and these funds must be adequate to address needs. Allocation must recognize the size of communities of color, must compensate for the undercounts that exist in population estimates, and must be sufficiently robust to address the complexity of need that is tied to communities of color. Recognizing the complexity and depth of need that exists for communities of color requires that we are provided with a higher funding base in recognition of the urgent need for ameliorative interventions. Culturally-specific services are the most appropriate service delivery method for our people. Service providers within culturally-specific services must be involved in establishing funding formulas for such designations.

Culturally-specific services are best able to address the needs of communities of color. These services have the following unique features:
• *We provide respite from racism. People of color enter culturally-specific services as insiders instead of outsiders.*
• We hold the trust of our communities. Mainstream services do not, and relationships are instead marked by distrust. This supports our ability to respond to community needs and to work in solidarity with them to address larger injustices.
• Accountability to the specific community of color for whom services are delivered exists.
• Top leadership (Board of Directors or equivalent) is primarily composed of community members who share the same racial and ethnic identity. This means they have a lived experience of racism and discrimination and will address these at all levels of practice.
• Services are located in the specific community of color that is being served and reflect the cultural values of the community. Users of such services are likely to be welcomed and affirmed.
• They are staffed and led primarily by those who share the racial and ethnic characteristics of the community. This means we have walked a similar path as those we serve and have experienced the types of racism typically targeted against the community. This provides deep and lasting commitments to eliminating racism in all its forms.

• Such services are typically involved in many advocacy practices, and are involved in challenging institutional racism in its many forms. Given this engagement, service users are more likely to have their needs better understood and are more hopeful about prospects for change. As their organizations are involved in social justice efforts, this increases the social capital of the community and its members.

3. **Implement needs-based funding for communities of color.** This report illuminates the complexity of needs facing communities of color and highlights that Whites do not face such issues or the disparities that result from them. Accordingly, providing services for these communities is similarly more complex. We urge funding bodies to begin implementing an equity-based funding allocation that seeks to ameliorate some of the challenges that exist in resourcing these communities.

4. **Emphasize poverty reduction strategies.** Poverty reduction must be an integral element of meeting the needs of communities of color. A dialogue is needed immediately to kick-start economic development efforts that hold the needs of communities of color high in policy implementation. Improving the quality and quantity of jobs that are available to people of color will reduce poverty.

Current economic development initiatives and urban renewal activities do not address equity, poverty or unemployment concerns among communities of color. Protected initiatives to support access of minority-owned businesses to contracting dollars, along with small business development initiatives, must ensure equitable distribution of resources and the public benefits that flow from such investments.

5. **Count communities of color.** Immediately, we demand that funding bodies universally use the most current data available and use the “alone or in combination with other races, with or without Hispanics” option as the official measure of the size of our communities. The minor over-counting that this creates is more than offset by the pervasive undercounting that exists when outsiders measure the size of our communities. When “community-verified population counts” are available, we demand that these be used.

6. **Prioritize education and early childhood services.** The Coalition prioritizes education and early childhood services as a significant pathway out of poverty and social exclusion, and urges that
disparities in achievement, dropout rates, post-secondary education and even early education be prioritized.

Significant reductions in dropout rates of youth of color, improvements in graduation rates, increased access to early childhood education (with correlated reductions on disparities that exist by the time children enter kindergarten) and participation in post-secondary education and training programs is essential for the success of our youth.

7. **Expand the role for the Coalition of Communities of Color.** The Coalition of Communities of Color seeks an ongoing role in monitoring the outcomes of disparity reduction efforts and seeks appropriate funding to facilitate this task. Disparity reduction efforts will include the following:
   - Establishing an external accountability structure that serves an auditing function to keep local and state governments accountable. This leaves the work less vulnerable to changes in leadership.
   - Creating annual reports on the status of inequities on numerous measures, similar to the disparity tally included in this document.
   - Continuing to work with mainstream groups to advise on changes in data collection, research and policy practices to reduce disparities, undercounting and the invisibility of communities of color.

8. **Research practices that make the invisible visible.** Implement research practices across institutions that are transparent, easily accessible and accurate in the representation of communities of color. Draw from the expertise within the Coalition of Communities of Color to conceptualize such practices. This will result in the immediate reversal of invisibility and tokenistic understanding of the issues facing communities of color. Such practices will expand the visibility of communities of color.

Better data collection practices on the race and ethnicity for service users needs to exist. Self-identification is essential, with service providers helping affirm a prideful identification of one’s race and ethnicity as well as assurances that no harm will come from identifying as a person of color. We also want people to be able to identify more than one race or ethnicity; we can do this by allowing multiple identifiers to be used. The “multiracial” category is not helpful because no information about one’s identity is possible. The Coalition of Communities of Color then wants research practices and usage statistics to accurately and routinely reveal variances and disproportionality by race and ethnicity. The Coalition will consult with researchers and administrators as needed on such improvements.

9. **Fund community development.** Significantly expand community development funding for communities of color. Build line items into state, county, and city budgets for communities of color to self-organize, network our communities, develop pathways to greater social inclusion,
build culturally-specific social capital, and provide leadership within and outside our own communities.

10. **Disclose race and ethnicity data for mainstream service providers.** Mainstream service providers and government providers continue to have the largest role in service delivery. Accounting for the outcomes of these services for communities of color is essential. We expect each level of service provision to increasingly report on both service usage and service outcomes for communities of color.

Data collection tools must routinely ask service users to identify their race and ethnicity, and allow for multiple designations to be specified. These data must then be disclosed in an open and transparent manner. The Coalition of Communities of Color expects to be involved in the design of these data collection tools. Outcomes by race and ethnicity need to be publicly available on an annual basis.

11. **Name racism.** Before us are both the challenge and the opportunity to become engaged with issues of race, racism and whiteness. Racial experiences are a feature of daily life whether we are on the harmful end of such experience or on the beneficiary end of the spectrum. The first step is to stop pretending race and racism do not exist. The second is to know that race is always linked to experience. The third is to know that racial identity is strongly linked to experiences of marginalization, discrimination, and powerlessness. We seek for those in the White community to aim to end a prideful perception that Multnomah county is an enclave of progressivity. Communities of color face tremendous inequities and a significant narrowing of opportunity and advantage. This must become unacceptable for everyone.

The legacy of our past stretches into today, deepened and confounded by ongoing structural and cultural inequities. While we would like to believe that racism is a matter only of history, the evidence before us shows that it is not. Racist practices of the past have decimated our community, our culture and our well being, and they continue today. Indeed, the depths to which mainstream society in Oregon has gone to in denial and minimization of racism are likely the cause of the trend that as we move closer to the urban Native American experience in this county, the worse our disparities are.
Appendix #1: Multnomah County’s Philosophy and Implementation of Culturally-Specific Services

**Philosophy of Culturally Specific Service Delivery**

Multnomah County believes that funding should follow the client and not the other way around. In the business world, this is known as “customer choice.” Over years of service delivery to communities of color it has been made clear that consumer choice for people of color and ethnic communities is based on three dimensions: comfort, confidence, and trust. These dimensions are strongest in an environment where the organizations and/or institutions providing the services reflect the values, histories and cultures of those being served. Agencies which hire one or two culturally specific staff members do not provide an environment where comfort, confidence and trust are maximized for clients. Communities of color are characterized by significant language and cultural differences from the majority culture of the United States. One of these characteristics is a personal or relational way of interacting with service providers, rather than an impersonal bureaucratic way of interacting with service providers, which is more common in mainstream culture. This fact makes it important that the overall “feel” of an organization be familiar and comfortable to the client receiving services. While the specifics of these characteristics vary in the African American, Latino, Asian/Pacific Islander, Native American, Slavic and the many African and Refugee cultures in Multnomah county, all of these communities share the need for a culturally specific style of personal interaction, language, and organizational culture.

Indeed, in our experience not only do members of the various communities of color prefer to seek services from culturally-specific providers, but there are many issues that clients may not have the trust to openly discuss and confront outside a culturally-specific context. Some of these issues include but are not limited to domestic violence, drug and alcohol addiction, gang involvement, financial hardships, youth sexuality, and family and relationship problems. Thus, culturally-specific services are not only the preferred service provider for many people of color and immigrants, in many cases they may be the only provider in which individuals and families will feel comfortable asking for and receiving appropriate services.

**Values Statement**

Multnomah County values and celebrates the rich diversity of our community. Through diversity comes a sense of community. Community provides a wealth of experience and different perspectives that enriches everyone’s life. Communities in Multnomah County have a long tradition of supporting each other through families, churches and community organizations. Cultural minorities are more likely to engage individuals and organizations that are intimately knowledgeable of the issues of poverty and minority disproportionality facing the community today, and further, whose services are culturally specific, accessible and provided with compassion. Therefore, we are committed to providing a continuum of culturally specific services including prevention, intervention and anti-poverty services throughout Multnomah County that ensures the welfare, stability and growth of children and families.
who are part of at-risk, minority populations. By so doing, these individuals will be able to contribute and participate in the civic life of our county.

**Criteria for Culturally Specific Service Providers**
The following section identifies specific criteria that Multnomah uses to identify and designate organizations which have developed the capacity to provide culturally specific services. The following criteria should be used in Request for Proposals, contracting, and other funding processes to determine the appropriateness and eligibility of specific organizations to receive culturally specific funding. Both geographic hubs and culturally specific service organizations should be required to meet these criteria in order to receive funding from the resources that are dedicated to culturally specific service provision. These agency characteristics are expected to be in place at the time the organization applies for culturally specific services and not be characteristics or capacities that the agency proposes to develop over a period of time after contracts are signed. The criteria include:

- Majority of agency clients served are from a particular community of color: African American, Asian/Pacific Islander, Native American, Latino, African and Refugee, and Slavic.
- Organizational environment is culturally focused and identified as such by clients.
- Prevalence of bilingual and/or bicultural staff reflects the community that is proposed to be served.
- Established and successful community engagement and involvement with the community being served.

**Contracting Implementation:**
Steps will be taken throughout all phases of the Request for Proposals process to ensure that Multnomah County contracts are given to organizations that have the capacity to provide the best culturally specific services. Those steps include, but are not limited to, the following:

- Refer to the definition of culturally specific service providers when reviewing funding applications.
- Create and implement an effective process to validate the accuracy of an organization’s claim that they’re a culturally specific service provider using the aforementioned definition and eliminate applications that do not meet the criteria.
- Include a requirement to submit past performance documentation regarding County contracts to ensure contracting with the most qualified providers and to achieve the highest quality of service delivery.
- Verify with partnering organization(s) that the relationship(s) referred to in an application exist and that the scope of work is targeted toward the work Multnomah County is supporting.
- Include representation from the communities that are proposed to be served on committee and review panels for their respective communities.
Appendix #2: Language Definitions

Ally: “A member of an oppressor group who works to end a form of oppression which gives her or him privilege. For example, a white person who works to end racism, or a man who works to end sexism” (Bishop, 1994, p. 126).

Anti-Oppressive Practice: A person-centered philosophy; and egalitarian value system concerned with reducing the deleterious effects of structural inequalities upon people’s lives; a methodology focusing on both process and outcome; and a way of structuring relationships between individuals that aims to empower users by reducing the negative effects of social hierarchies on their interaction and the work they do together. (Dominelli, 1994, p.3)

Communities of Color: Four communities are traditional recognized as being of color – Native American, African American, Asian and Latino. To these four groups, the Coalition of Communities of Color also recognizes and includes two communities: Slavic and African immigrant and refugee. Note that there have been some tensions about whether Latinos are a racial or an ethnic group, but that such tensions have not arisen in Multnomah county. Most databases define them as a separate ethnic group, as opposed to a racial group. In Multnomah county, we define Latinos as a community of color and primarily understand the Latino experience as one significantly influenced by racism. We include the Slavic community as a community of color as their experiences are similar to those of other communities of color, and include marginalization, powerlessness, and dominant discourses that prevent their fair treatment and inclusion. Such communities are similar to the experiences of the Irish, Polish and Jewish communities in the USA – communities at one time were clearly minority racialized but that have, in sociological frames, become White. It remains to be seen as to whether or not the Slavic community will attain whiteness over their time in the USA.

Cultural Competence: A set of congruent behaviors, attitudes, and policies that come together in a system, agency, or professional and enable that system, agency, or profession to work effectively in cross-cultural situations. The goal is to build skills and cultures that support the ability to interact effectively across identities. The word culture is used because it implies the integrated pattern of human behavior that includes thoughts, communications, actions, customs, beliefs, values and institutions of a racial, ethnic, religious or social group. The word competence is used because it implies having the capacity to function effectively. Five essential elements contribute to a system, institution or agency's ability to become more culturally competent: valuing diversity; having the capacity for cultural self-assessment; being conscious of the dynamics inherent when cultures interact; having institutionalized cultural knowledge, and; having developed adaptations to service delivery and reflecting an understanding of cultural diversity (Cross, Bazron, Dennis & Isaacs, 1989)

A significant critique is emerging about the capacity of “cultural competency” to address racial disparities. The basis of this critique is that it idealizes the ability of mainstream service providers to
work outside their own cultural context and provide services to communities of color. As a response to racial disparities, cultural competency fails to generate the comprehensive reforms needed to promote racial equity. So too this “movement” fails to legitimate the urgent needs of communities of color and the requisite funding of culturally-specific organizations.

**Cultural proficiency:** See “cultural competence.”

**Discourse:** “A set of assumptions, socially shared and often unconscious, reflected in the language that positions people who speak within them and frames knowledge” (Ristock & Pennell, 1996, p.114).

**Discrimination:** “The prejudgment and negative treatment of people based on identifiable characteristics such as race, gender, religion, or ethnicity” (Barker, 1995, p.103).

**Disparities:** Differences between population groups in the presence of any form of incidence or outcomes, including access to services. Disparities include both acceptable and unacceptable differences. (Information adapted from Multnomah County Health Department, Health Equity Initiative)

**Diversity:** “Diversity refers to the broad range of human experience, emphasizing the following identities or group memberships: race, class, ethnicity, national origin, color, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, age, marital status, political belief, religion, mental or physical disability, immigration status, language and linguistics.” (Portland State University, 2009)

**Dominant Discourse:** Refers to the prevailing discourses that typically consolidate a set of myths about particular groups of people and then reproduce these myths through language, images, and generalized beliefs about who such people are and what they are capable of. These discourses are created by those with privileged identities and serve the function of maintaining oppressive systems such as racism, thus becoming an act of oppression themselves. When these characterizations are reproduced widely, they become the accepted way of speaking about and understanding particular groups of people. An example is the dominant discourse around “Black” and all this implies and the corollary of “White” and all this implies.

**Ethnicity:** Refers to arbitrary classifications of human populations based on the shared common ancestry, including features such as nationality, language, cultural heritage, and religion.

**Exploitation:** “When a person or people control another person or people, they can make use of the controlled people’s assets, such as resources, labor, and reproductive ability, for their own purposes. The exploiters are those who benefit, and the exploited are those who lose” (Bishop, 1994, p.129-130).

**Indian:** This term has been used colloquially to refer to American Indians and/or Native Americans. While we recognize that this term more accurately refers to those with heritage in the country of India, its colloquial use in the USA has appeared in many of the reference documents used in this report. We
prefer, however, the term “Native Americans” to reference those of indigenous heritage who live in the USA.

**Individual Racism:** “The beliefs, attitudes, and actions of individuals that support or perpetuate racism. Individual racism can occur at both an unconscious and conscious level, and can be both active and passive” (Wijeyesinghe, Griffin & Lowe, 1997, p.89).

**Inequities:** Are disparities that result from a variety of social factors such as income inequality, economic forces, educational quality, environmental conditions, individual behavior choices, and access to services. Health inequities are unfair and avoidable. (Adapted from Multnomah County Health Department, Health Equity Initiative).

**Institutional Racism:**
- “The network of institutional structures, policies, and practices that create advantages and benefits for Whites, and discrimination, oppression, and disadvantage for people from targeted racial groups. The advantages to Whites are often invisible to them, or are considered “rights” available to everyone as opposed to “privileges” awarded to only some individuals and groups” (Wijeyesinghe, Griffin & Lowe, 1997, p.93).
- Institutional racism consists of those established laws, customs and practices which systematically reflect and produce racial inequalities... whether or not the individuals maintaining those practices have racist intentions (Jones, 1972, p.131).
- Institutional racism is understood to exist based on the experiences of people of color, rather than intention to create inequities. One does not need to “prove” intent to discriminate in order for institutional racism to exist. Institutional racism exists by impact rather than intention.

**Internalized Dominance:** Occurs “when members of the agent group accept their group’s socially superior status as normal and deserved” (Griffin, 1997, p.76).

**Internalized Oppression:** Occurs “when members of the target group have adopted the agent group’s ideology and accept their subordinate group status as deserved, natural, and inevitable” (Griffin, 1997, p.76). Furthermore, “oppressed people usually come to believe the negative things that are said about them and even act them out” (Bishop, 1994, p.131).

**Mainstream Services:** These are large service organizations that are largely devoid of specific services for communities of color, or have minimal or tokenistic responses to the specific needs of these communities. They operate from the presumption that service needs are independent from racial and cultural needs, and that staff can be trained in “cultural sensitivity” or “cultural competence” to ensure delivery of quality services regardless of clients’ race and ethnicity.
Marginalized/Margins: “Groups that have a history of oppression and exploitation are pushed further and further from the centres of power that control the shape and destiny of the society. These are the margins of society, and this is the process of marginalization” (Bishop, 1994, p.133).

Native American: A member of any of the indigenous peoples of the Western Hemisphere currently living in the USA. This includes those of Alaskan indigenous heritage, typically referred to as “Alaskan Native.” The term is synonymous with “American Indian.”

Power: “A relational force, not a fixed entity, that operates in all interactions. While it can be oppressive, power can also be enabling” (Ristock & Pennell, 1996, p.116).

Prejudice: “An opinion about an individual, group, or phenomenon that is developed without proof or systematic evidence. This prejudgment may be favorable but is more often unfavorable and may become institutionalized in the form of a society’s laws or customs” (Barker, 1995, p.290).

Privilege: “Privilege exists when one group has something of value that is denied to others simply because of the groups they belong to, rather than because of anything they’ve done or failed to do. Access to privilege doesn’t determine one’s outcomes, but it is definitely an asset that makes it more likely that whatever talent, ability, and aspirations a person with privilege has will result in something positive for them.” (Peggy McIntosh)

Racialized: “Process by which racial categories are constructed as different and unequal in ways that have social, economic and political consequences” (Galabuzi, 2006, p.251).

Racism: “A system in which one group of people exercises power over another or others on the basis of social constructed categories based on distinctions of physical attributes such as skin color” (Galabuzi, 2006, p.252).


Social Justice: “Social justice is both a process and a goal that (1) seeks equitable (re)distribution of resources, opportunities and responsibilities; (2) challenges the roots of oppression and injustice; (3) empowers all people to enhance self-determination and realize their full potential; (4) and builds social solidarity and community capacity for collaborative action.” (Portland State University, 2009)

Stereotype: “An undifferentiated, simplistic attribution that involves a judgment of habits, traits, abilities, or expectations and is assigned as a characteristic to all members of a group regardless of
individual variation and with no attention to the relation between the attributions and the social contexts in which they have arisen” (Weinstein & Mellen, 1997, p.175).

**Systemic Racism:** “Refers to social processes that tolerate, reproduce and perpetuate judgments about racial categories that produce racial inequality in access to life opportunities and treatment” (Galabuzi, 2006, p.253).

**Tokenism:** “A dominant group sometimes promotes a few members of an oppressed group to high positions, and then uses them to claim there are no barriers preventing any member of that group from reaching a position with power and status. The people promoted are tokens, and the process is called tokenism. Tokens can also be used as a buffer between the dominant and oppressed groups. It is harder for the oppressed group to name the oppression and make demands when members of their own groups are representing the dominant group” (Bishop, 1994, p.136).

**White:** Refers to the racial identity of Caucasian, regardless of ancestry or ethnicity. While conventional definitions of being White can include being Latino as well, we exclude such a definition from this text. In our situation, being White means having the racial identity as Caucasian, without being Latino.

**Whiteness:** Whiteness refers to the social construction of being White that coexists with privilege in all its forms, including being on the privileged end of history, including colonization, slavery, colonialism, and imperialism. It also includes being the beneficiaries of institutionalized and systemic racism, dominant discourses, internalized racism and individual acts of discrimination and micro-aggressions of racism in everyday life.

**White Privilege:** “White privilege is the other side of racism. Unless we name it, we are in danger of wallowing in guilt or moral outrage with no idea of how to move beyond them. It is often easier to deplore racism and its effects than to take responsibility for the privileges some of us receive as a result of it...Once we understand how white privilege operates, we can begin addressing it on an individual and institutional basis” (Paula Rothenberg, 2008, p.1).
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